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BUILDING LINCOLN'S LIBRARY: 
Collecting The Books That Lincoln Read 

William D. Mulliken 

I 
t seems many people, when they 
reacb a certain age, take up an inter
est in history that may eventually 
focus on an individual. ln many 
cases, tbat individual is Abraham 

Lincoln. My interest in Lincoln developed 
for many o[ the usual reasons: he was a 
great American, a great leader, and a man 
who was unbelievably articulate. I came 
of age during the administration of anoth
er articulate president, John F. Kennedy. 
In comparison to Lincoln, however, even 
with the help of extremely talented 
speech writers, Kennedy comes in a dis
tant second in the memorable phrase 
competition. 

on Abraham Lincoln is the same selection 
made by both my father and grandfather. 

I had a head-start collecting Lincoln. 
When my father died, at a relatively 
young age, I inherited four tangible 
assets relating to Lincoln: a picture, coin
c_identally framed by my great-grandfa
ther; a small metal bust; a desk lamp that 
had on its base a reproduction of an arti
cle from the " ... burg Gazette" entitled 
~The President's Address," and, as you 
may have figured out, containing the 
entire text of the Gettysburg Address; 
and the two-volume biography of Lincoln 
by Beveridge which culminates with his 
election to the presidency. 

The Boyhood of Abraham Uncoln by Eastman 
Johnson. These plaques, fired by Petrax Co., 
were made for the 1912 New Yori< Republican 

Club Dinner. Imagery showing the young 
Lincoln reading ... a self-taught, Horatio Alger 
theme. remained popular from late Victorian 
years well through the Second World war. 

A more personal reason for my inter
est in Lincoln has to do with our similari
ties. He grew up in the Ohio Valley, as did 
1. He was a hometown boy - made 
good/Horatio Alger-type role model, 
which I aspire to follow. We were both tall 
farm boys who didn't want to [arm! But 
perhaps my biggest reason for focusing 

There are also some atypical reasons 
for my focusing on Lincoln. On the intan
gible side, a legacy from my father includ
ed walking the Lincoln Trail, which I did 
at age 12 and he rud at age 39 ( consider
ably past the age when Lincoln walked 
from New Salem to Springfield). The 
newel post in my grandfather's house 
was said to have come from the Cham
paign (Illinois) County Courthouse and 

was said to have been touched and 
leaned agalnst by Mr. Lincoln. Almost 
every example of desired behavior as a 
young or adolescent boy that I received 

ABRAHAM LINCOLN AND JOHN QUINCY ADAMS 

Norman F Boas, MD. 

D id Abraham Lincoln ever communicate with or meet with 
President John Quincy Adams? There is no record that the 
two corresponded with each other or ~ever spoke togeth
er," 1 in spite of the fact that they both served in the 30th 
Congress. Lincoln certainly was familiar with Adams' presi

dential record, referring to It on a number of occasions during his 
public speaking engagements. Adams must have been aware of Lin
coln's presence during debates In Congress, partlcularly about the 
Mexican War; they may well have spoken casually with each other 
from time to time. Adams in the year of his 

death, 1848. A dag. by 
Southworth and Hawes. 

The earliest connection with the Lincoln and Adams families 
was In 1830 when Abraham Lincoln's father, Thomas, received a -

-------- patent "for west 80 acres" of land in Posey County, Indiana signed 
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From the Publisher 
The Persistence of Misinformation 

As of this writing, the disposition of property from the Lloyd 
Ostendorf estate remains in question. Rumors recently cir
culated that the large archive - original photographs, man
uscripts, and the balance of Lloyd's third Lincoln collection 
(his first two were sold to Fort Wayne)- were about to come 

on the market. Quite a few auctioneers and dealers "made a run" 
at the family - but a contract was signed with a New York City 
dealer giving him, as agent, the exclusive right to bandle the col
lection. The dealer recently sought assistance from a New York 
auction house ... but... everything remains In limbo with various 
family members objecting to how the property Is to be handled. 
One sticking point - the sale of several questionable items the 
family Insists on having valued along with the unquestionably 
authentic material. This all sets the stage for what I articulate 
below. And ... there is a reason why It all matters. 

Each of the following is a statement of fact. They are not based on opinion 
and are published without hesitation or reservation. 

• ln 1991, Mark Katz Introduced to the Lincoln world sever
al previously unknown Lincoln-related manuscripts. In his book, 
Witness To An Era - The Life and Photographs of Alexander 
Gardner (D. Mark Katz, Viking Penguin, New York), we were pre
sented with the discovery of a February 22, 1861 letter written 
by Mathew Brady instructing Alexander Gardner "President 
Elect Lincoln will visit the gallery on the 24th. Please ready 
equipment." The piece Is credited to the Collection of Lloyd 
Ostendorf. Prior to Ostendorf "discovering~ this odd note (why 
would a professional photography gallery need to have equip
ment readied?), no provenance existed. The letter Is universally 
condemned as a fantasy item at best, 
an out-and-out forgery at worst. In 
fact, when offered in a Butterfield's 
auction last year, this same letter 
was withdrawn from the sale when 
determined to be "problematic.~ 

without any credit to Hamilton upon the latter's death), the 
telegram Is pictured - now credited as part of the Ostendorf Col
lection. Once again, the consensus among manuscript experts 
and Lincoln scholars Is that this letter is a complete forgery. 

• Ostendorf's eight year campaign to authenticate his dis
covery of Lincoln's "pocket copy" of page two from the Gettys
burg Address - the actual draft Lincoln used during the oration 
- has been convincingly dismissed. It has been shown to be a 
tracing from the John Hay copy of the Address. Ostendorf 
claimed that it had been "found by a picker" at a Ilea market in 
Dayton, Ohio (coincidentally, Ostendorf's hometown). Later, 
when pressed to provide some factual provenance, he credited 
the find to Paul Keller. 

• The opinion of the agent hoping to broker the Ostendorf 
property (as well as several experts who likewise inspected the 
holding) is that at least three of the signed Lincoln photographs 
are forged. The family cited each being sourced through Mr. 
Keller and insists they are authentic. 

Now, much to the agent's credit, he wants to "purify" the 
collection before putting it up for sale; purge it of the question
able to leave a cohesive, certain body. After tilletlng out that 
thought suspect, the balance still represents a tremendous, valu
able collection. The famlJy is now trying to independently sell the 
more problematic pieces through an attorney - Including the 
~Gettysburg Address" leaf. And this is how things currently stand. 

I always found it difficult to abide by that proverb "never 
speak ill of the dead." My reasoning is that it would be profound
ly hypocritical to not express an opinion of someone who ls in 
the hereafter that I wasn't willlng to articulate while they were 
alive. But, we live in extremely litigious times and often must hold 
our tongues until some of the departed pass from the plane from 
whence they can sue! Since starting this Journal, I enjoyed an 
interesting relationship with Lloyd - one that went from deep 
admiration and respect to dismay and disappointment. 

I sought Lloyd's counsel on numerous occasions long before 
conceiving this journal. And when David Yount, Don Ackerman 
and I first proposed forming a "Lincoln Chapter" of the APIC and 

publishing a journal for collectors, 

• In the Katz book, a telegram 
Lincoln purportedly sent to Mary 
Todd prior to arriving at McClellan's 
headquarters on the Antietam battle
field is quoted for the first time: 

ot n« 11:&l IPHUtt· and u..- ,-u.,... ••nd.lac 
the N .. .Jouraal tor Uacol11 Coll•cto.._. h•p up 

th• pod work. 

Lloyd was one of the first we con
tacted. He offered a great deal of 
encouragement on the venture. But, 
sadly, things began to deteriorate 
after he authored our March 1996 
cover story. On numerous occa
sions, I found myself trying to 
defend a man who seemed to be 
"playing with history." And, it 
became increasingly difficult. 

Vl tb aucoro b .. t v!•ba~,./~ 

L.lord o.t.eac:t~Ft ~ 

Mrs. A. Lincoln - General McClellan 
and myself are to be photographed tomorrow by Mr. Gardner if we can 
sit still long enough. I feel General M should have no problem on his 
end, but I may sway in the breeze a bit. - A Lincoln. 

Credit for the transcript of this telegram, unknown to Basler 
and every historian, is Paul E. Keller of Berea, Ohio. Seven years 
after the Katz book was written, in Ostendorl's self-published 
"updated edition" of the book co-authored with Charles Hamil
ton, UncoJn in Photographs (renamed Lincoln's Photographs 
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When a well-respected historian 
from Illinois contacted me for the 

first time back in 1998, I was baited into commenting on Lloyd. 
(Unbeknownst to me, this individual had a non-objective, blind 
friendship with Ostendorf.) When pressed on the matter I stated 
exactly what 1 believed ... that Lloyd Ostendorf was a brllliant 
illustrator, an extremely talented and accomplished artist, and a 
true expert on photography. But he was also a source of "dis
coveries" that were somewhat tarnishing his reputation. The fol
lowing week I received by certified mail a letter from Lloyd. He 
warned me that it had been ~brought to his attention" that I was 
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Publisher's Diatribe, cont. 
making all sorts of allegations and "U you ... continue to slander 
my good name, my high-priced attorneys wlll sue promptly ... 
believe me and be assured that I have the wherewithal and the 
lawyers who can promptly demolish such slanderers into obliv
ion." My response was polite but quite direct. I loformed him that 
in no way could my statements be construed as slander, that I 
was more than familiar with laws that 
defined libel, and I did not think it prudent on 
his part to pursue the matter. I understood 
that he came from a generation that might 
"impress" (bully?) others by having "high
priced lawyers" on retainer. But seeing as I 
come from a family of attorneys, I wasn't real
ly that impressed with his threat. That was 
the last I heard on that subject. 

Why does any of this matter? Because the 
water is now polluted and people continue to 
drink from the same pond. 

We might well look at this period as one 
of the greatest in Lincoln scholarship. More 
biographies and thel]latic works dealing with 

easily stories get repeated and cited as factual: 
In the New York Evening Mail of 28 December 1917 appeared 

an article by 1-1.L. Mencken entitled "A Neglected Anniversary." 
The article discussed the very first American bathtub, how the 
bathtub had laced substantial public, medical and legal opposi
tion, and how one was eventually installed in the White House 

during the administration of President Mil
lard Fillmore. 

Mencken made the whole thing up. 
"This article," he wrote, "was a tissue of 
somewhat heavy absurdities, all of them 
deliberate and most of them obvious." 

everything from the assassination to how the Lloyd Ostendorf as he should be remembered 

"My motive," he explained later, "was 
simply to have some harmless fun in war 
days. It never occurred to me that it would 
be taken seriously ... however ... Soon I began 
to encounter my preposterous 'facts' in the 
writings of other men .... They were even 
cited by medical men as proof of the 
progress of public hygiene. They got into 
learned journals and the transactions of 
learned societies. They were alluded to on 
the floor of Congress ... " War was conducted by the "Great Emancipa- - in his studio in 1957. 

tor" are now being written than at any other 
time. Wonderful scholars such as Michael Burlingame, Doris 
Kearns Goodwin, Harold Holzer, Michael Beschloss, Geoffrey 
Perret, Terry Alford, Michael Kauffman, Charles Higham, Patrick 
Furguson, James 0. Hall, Ronald White, William Miller, Stewart 
Winger, and Mark Neeley - to name just a few! - are readying 
manuscripts lor publishers. And1 to the extent they rely a good 
deal on work of those who preceded them, there must be an 
inherent trust ... or at least the ability to verify and scrutinize 
original sources. So when a researcher for one of these authors 
contacted me to ascertain the whereabouts of the "Lincoln 
telegram" to Mary - noting the language did not seem like any
thing Lincoln would have written, I had to dissuade him from 
quoting the piece. 

Of the television shows I regularly watch, I particularly enjoy 
those that effectively blend drama with fact-based elements (the 
use of forensic technology and science. how the law actually 
"works," etc.). l assume that fact-checkers and consultants keep 
these scripts lrom wandering too far from reality. Imagine my 
surprise yesterday when I walked into a gourmet coffee shop in 
the West Village with two friends, Peter and his wife Jen-Paul. 
They needed to buy some fresh coffee beans. Having "learned" 
this fact only the night before on CS.I., I proudly displayed my 
"knowledge" of the most expensive coffee in the world: a 
Columbian bean "harvested" alter it passed through a specific 
mountain cat's digestive tract that removed all the acid but left 
the bean intact. Mind you, this was stated by one of the lab sci
entists in the show rather factually as obscure trivia. And who 
am I to question the price of a pound of Kona versus feline-con
sumed beans! The guy behind the counter laughed hysterically 
informing us that he hears this same old wag all the time and 
believes it got started in a David Barry column. Now I find that I 
can never watch that show again! And, while not exactly a threat 
to the writing of history, you might want to consider visiting 
www.sniggle.net/bathtub.php on the internet. In an article enti
tled "Millard Fillmore's Bathtub," you will see an example of how 
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I don't know lf Lloyd created - or simply 
"discovered" the items that give pause for concern. A great artist 
and iJlustrator ... beyond that, enough said! 

Believe it or not, this issue concludes our eighth year of pub
lishing this journal. As noted every year at this ~ 
time, thank you for your continued support! 7~__, 
Lincoln Briefs 
• We have harbored reserva
tions about the internet auc
tion vehicle Sothebys.com -
and expressed our concerns 
in past journals. We objected •-:-~~-:------~ 
to the 15% buyer's premium and did not 
consider these "legitimate" auctions but rather attempts at 
retail-plus sales by dealers setting high reserves. Events 
have borne us out, as the operation has been discontinued 
alter losses in excess of $100 million. 

• As we go to press, we just received notice of a symposium 
sponsored by the Civil War Institute at Gettysburg College. 
"Alter Gettysburg" will feature lectures, battlefield tours, and 
and museum field trips - June 22-28. Further information at 

their website: www.gettysburg.edu. 

• Many seniors living in 1908 
America still had vivid memories 
of the 1860 Republican Wigwam 
Convention in Chicago. These 
two real-photo postcards we 
just found show a state Republi
can convention from 1908 desig

nated the Wigwam. Who says you can't go home? 
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Books Lincoln Read, cont. 

from either my father or grandfather 
used Lincoln as a model. I have no doubt 
that Lincoln, as a boy in southwestern 
Indiana, gave up "his seat on the bus" to 

burg, my wife pointed out to me, in a 
rather calm voice, that we were running 
out of book shelves. I am not aware or an 
accurate number of books on Lincoln - I 

little old ladies - or whatever they felt am more than aware that it far exceeds 
was then the moral equivalent. what my humble abode can easily accom-

An often-told story about my great- modate. As a result, I once again "fine. 
grandfather, born in 1848, has him Luned" my collecting interests and dccid-
responding to a question of whether he ed to restrict my Lincoln library to those 
was a Republican - even though but a books that Lincoln read before he moved 
child during the 1856, 1858. and 1860 to Winois. Mind you, this was a well-
elections - by asserting "I am a Lincoln thought-out limitation. I am very goal ori-
man through and through." Another ented and goals must be achievable. My 
often repeated family story told earlier reading led me to this quest: 
of Abraham Lincoln giving my I wanted to understand the body of 
great-grandfather a nickel. My knowledge Lincoln possessed, his 
father would go Into great detail understanding of the world around 
about a tall. thin man wilh a stove him, at the time he made his two 
pipe hat, finding my great-grand- trips to New Orleans, at ages 18 
father crying on the porch of the and 22. 
Campbell House In West Urbana, Limiting my focus to his youth 
llllnols. He asked the young lad and examining Lincoln's 1831-2 
why he was crying and my great- excursions provides an opportuni-
grandfather replied "I lost my ty to better understand New 
nickel under the porch." Then the Orleans and the Ohio Valley as it 
tall man, after removing his stove would have existed in those early 
pipe hat, handing it to the boy to days. These studies would also 
hold, got down on his hands and require a great deal of delightful 
knees and crawled under the travel to gather "material." When I 
porch, found the nickel, and retire in a few years, 1 intend Lo pur-
passed it up to my great-grandfa- sue this focused study in a more 
ther. Years later, when 1 was visit- Even Norman orderly manner: book collecting. 
ing New Orleans, 1 entered a coin Rockwell liked to traveling, and reading. 
shop and Inquired about purchas- represent the To date, research on my "Lin
ing a nickel that had been minted young Lincoln with coin Library" has been rudimenta
prior Lo 1854. The sales clerk a book in his hand. ry. I have used Warren, Vannert, 
looked at me like I was a complete ------ and Tarbell as primary references. I 
idiot and told me that "nickels" further rely on the statement Lin-
did not come Into existence until 1913 coin is reputed to have made that he had 
when the five.cent piece was first made read every book within 50 miles of his 
out of nickel. I beat a hasty retreat. Years home in Indiana. I am assuming that Lhe 
later, I returned to the same store, assum- references I have been able to find were 
ing the clerk would not remember me, from probate records in southwest lndi-
and purchased a half-clime from that era. ana. (Books were property of sufficient 
The family still continues to be told the value in the first half of the 19th century 
story of that errant half-<lime. (My chil- - even individual volumes - as to merit 
dren, who believe me to be the cheapest being detalled on an itemized estate list 
person they know, remaln convinced that during a probate Inventory.) In retire. 
had Abraham Lincoln given anyone in ment, I plan to verify this. 
our family a half-dime, we would still So far, I have collected sixteen of the 
have it.) twenty-six books I believe Lincoln read 

With my picture, bust, lamp, and two prior to his leaving Indiana. These books 
books, I began to collect books about Lln- fall into five major categories; the first 
coin. Early on, because of my attitude category is liction and I believe Lincoln 
about war, I decided to limit my collec- studied: 
lion to Lincoln life prior to the Civil War. 
Alter acquiring numerous biographies 
including early works by Herndon, Nico
lay and Hay, and, of course, Carl Sand-

1. Aesop's Fables (published in Lancaster in 
1804). In my copy of the book, much is made 
about the exact translation from the Greek and 
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the Latin, which I find terribly humorous, and 
both Greek and Latin text is included. 

2. The Arabian Nights (published In Boston In 
1797). I still need to ascertain which parts of the 
~ stories were included in the edition Lin
coln read. 

3. John Bunyan's The Pilgrim's progress (pub
lished in Philadelphia In 1817). A standard for 
people to read at the time. 

4. Daniel Defoe's The Life and Most Surprising 
Adventures ot Robinson Crusoe (published in 
London in 1810). One has to wonder what Lin
coln thought about Crusoe having grown up as 
a subsistence farmer in his own life. And while 
not worried about cannibals. Lincoln's grandfa
ther was killed by Native Americans. 

The next category is anthology. 
placed 4 of the 26 books in this group. 

1. The Kentucky Preceptor (published in Lexing
ton In 1812). 

2. Lindsey Murray's The English Reader (pub
lished in New York in 1815). This same work is 
referred to in both Moby Dick and Scott's E!2: 
~-

3. William Scott's Lessons In Elocution (pub
lished in Philadelphia in 1801 ). 

4. My research leads me to believe that the .Ke.a: 
tucky Preceptor is pirated from The American 
Preceptor by Cabe! Bingham (2nd edition. 
Boston, 1795), I have included it as a separate 
anthology listing. 

The next category would Include histo
ries and biographies, of which lhere are 8: 

1. Benjamin Franklin's The Ltte of Benjamin 
Franklin -Written by Himself (Montpelier, 1809). 

2. William Grimshaw·s The History of the u,s. 
From Their First Settlement as Colonies to the 
Secession of Florida (Philadelphia. 1821). This 
book makes a bigger fuss about the Phoeni
cians than the Greeks as the early clvilization to 
follow- I assume because of their great capac
ity as sailors. 

3. David Ramsay's The Life of George washing
ton (Boston, 1811). it's a typical worshipful 
biography and I am sure made a great impres
sion on the young Lincoln. 

4. James Riley's The Authentic Narrative of the 
Loss of the American Brig Commerce (New 
York, 1817). Possibly a total fraud - the author 
makes claims that I find absolutely unbelievable 
including distances and times in a country he 
had not visited. 
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Bible - particularly the King James' Version -
was key to Lincoln's phraseology. 

1. Starke Depuy's Hymns and Spiritual Songs 
(Louisville, 1818). 

In addition, I have listed seven 
school books: 

2. Quinn's Jests or the Facetious Man's Pocket 
Companion (London, 1776). 

1. Nathan Bailey's A Universal Etvmologjcal 
English Dictionary (Glasgow, 1802). 

3. The Revised Laws of Indiana (1824). 

2. Nathan Daboll's Daboll's Schoolmaster's 
Assistant. .. Artthmetic (Albany. 1817). 

As one looks at this "collection," it is 
clear there is some range, although the 
idea of having a library limited to 26 
books seems hard to comprehend in our 
world today. Although I may never find 
copies of all the volumes Lincoln read -
much less the correct editions or corre
sponding issues (it Is my understanding 
that only three copies of The Kentucky 
Preceptor remain in existence today ... I 
will have to settle for a copy from micro
fiche) - I can still obtain representative 
copies. And, each book I find that gets me 
closer to approximating all that the young 
Lincoln read, the closer to my subject 1 
get. While the pursuit gives fascinating 
insight into Lincoln's knowledge at age 22, 
it provides a foundation for understand
ing the man he would become. ~ 

3. Thomas Dilworth's Dilworth's Spelling 
Book, .. A Guide to English (Philadelphia, 1796). 

5. Mason L. Weems' The Life of Benjamin 
Eraoklill (Philadelphia, 1829). 

4. Thomas Dilworth's The Schoolmaster's 
~ (WIimington, 1796). 

6. The Life of General Francis Manon (Philadel
phia, 1822). This work is so sweet I practically 
causes tooth decay... but I find it very enjoy
able. 

5. Abraham Lowe's The Columbian Class Book 
(Worcester, MA, 1824). 

6. Nicholas Pike's The Complete System of 
Arithmetic (Boston, 1804). 

7. Mason L. Weems' The Life of George Wash
J.n.gto.n (Philadelphia, 1809). It, of course, 
includes the famous cherry tree "I cannot tell a 
lie" fable concocted by Weems. 

7. Noah Webster's The American Spelling Book 
(Hartford, 1809.) Clearly a forerunner to the 
McG uffy readers and textbooks. 

8. The Holy Bible with Comments by the Rev
erend Mr. Ostervald (published in 1799). The 

The final category, as is invariably 
the case, is miscellaneous: 

[Edll.w:: Uncoln book dealer Chuck Hand of Paris, Ullnols, had 
the good fortune to recently broker to Dllnols State Historical 
a remarkable collectlon of books Uncoln Is known to have 
read. Assembled by H. E. Barker, an antiquarian book dealer 
from Springfield and later California, this group was assembled 
In the 1930s becoming part of the Valentine Bjorkman Collec
tion. The library later ended up at Upsala College In New Jer
sey, before returning to Ullnols and Chuck. The volumes were 
each believed to be Identical to those editions of books Un
coin read ... an amazing fourteen linear feet of titles! We asked 
Chuck for the best research on these books, and he kinldy for
warded several bibliographies. There are a handful of books 
and publications that deal with the question of what books Un
coin read and how they may have Influenced him. Some of the 
more Important are detailed below.] 

Vannest, Charles Garrett. Lincoln the Hoosier, Eden Publishing House, 
St. Louis and Chicago, 1928, 258pps. This work, which attempts to paint 
Lincoln as a Hoosier based on his formative years In residence there, 
contains one chapter titled "The Books That Lincoln Read." The list con
tains both school textbooks and books found within the home. The 
author opines "We are satisfied that this list does not include all the 
books read by Lincoln. We have his own words for it that he read all the 
books that he could get hold of within a radius of fifty miles of his home, 
but, of course, we know that we are not to take this too literally. We have 
good evidence that he read and studied the above books; they constitute 
a good library." 

Barton, William E., Abraham Lincoln and His Books, Marshall Field & 
Company, Chicago, 1920, 108pps. The first chapter of this slim volume 
is titled "The Books That Made Lincoln" and attempts to show a forma
tive Influence in these basic texts. 
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ibid., The Educatjon of Abraham Lincoln: An Address Delivered Before 
th11 Faculty and Stud11nts of llllnols CollBge, Jacksonville, 111/nols, Febru
ary 7, 1923, Courier Press, Jacksonville, IL. 1923, 21pps. The author 
dwells on all aspects of Lincoln's education, de-emphasizing the Impor
tance of book reading in deference to life experience. 

The most famous and prolific of Uocoln scholars who 
focused on Lincoln's educational background was Martin L. 
Houser (1871-1951). His works include: 

Houser, M. L., Lincoln's Education and Other Essa,vs. Bookman Associ
ates. NV, 1957, 356pps. This work has a chapter titled "Some Books That 
Lincoln Read" dealing with his entire pre-presidential years. 

Ibid .. The Education of Abraham Lincoln, Lester 0. Schriver, Peoria. IL 
1938, 52pps. This monograph contains a bibliography of books Lincoln 
read or studied over the course of his life, sorted by category. 

ibid., Young Abraham Lincoln and Log Colleg11, Lester 0. Schriver, Peo
ria, IL, 1942, 52pps. This monograph does into great detail about the 
books read during his childhood and adolescence, even reproducing 
entire pages of the works. 

ibid., Young Abraham Lincoln Mathematician, Lester 0. Schriver, Peoria, 
IL. 1943, 32pps. This specialized monograph deals solely with the math 
textbooks Lincoln studied, and reproduces his ciphering books. 

Ibid., Lincoln's Political Education, Lester 0. Schriver, Peoria, IL, 1944, 
36pps. The last installment of this four-part monograph deals with Lin
coln's life in New Salem and his attempt to make a living, including for
ays into the political arena. Letters from Mentor Graham and John McNa
mar, reproduced in full, reflect on their acquaintance with Lincoln 
(McNamar asserting that Lincoln was not a rival for Ann Rutledge, but 
did grieve at her premature death). 

continued, next page 
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ibid .. Some Books That Lincoln Loved: An Address Before The Lincoln 
Memorial Unlversity. .. February 12, 1937, n.p., n.d., 16pps. Houser talks 
about ten books that Lincoln read In his early life. He concludes by say
ing "Of the vast number of books that he studied or read, we know the 
titles of less than 200. Even so Incomplete a list, however, affords us a 
very good conception of his tastes, and the sources of his culture.• 

Ibid., Abraham Lincoln's Favorite Histories, published In Hobbies Maga
zine. February 1938, Chicago, IL This article deals primarily with the 
popular series of historical biographies which were published by Jacob 
and John S. C. Abbott. Other biographies are mentioned, and attributed 
as books Lincoln read based on his signature contained In each volume. 

Books Lincoln Read: 
Lincoln and the Bible 

L 
incoln read the Bible since he was a child. He said that reading the Bible was the greatest comfort he and his sister had 
during the months that followed their mother's death in 1818 when he was nine years old. In John L. Scripps' 1860 cam
paign biography Life of Abraham Lincoln. which Lincoln read and revised before publication, we are told that it had been 
his mother's custom on the Sabbath to read a portion of the Scriptures aloud to her family and that after young Lincoln 
and his sister learned to read, they shared by turns in this Sunday reading. 

Robert H. Browne, while a soldier during the Civil War, spent considerable time in the Kentucky community whe.re 
the Lincoln's had lived. He gathered recollections of those who had known the family. Browne repeatedly was told that Lin
coln's mother "had taught him to read the Bible when only five years old," and that "it did set everybody a-wonderin' to see 
how much he knowed, and him not mor'n seven." [Robert H. Browne. Abraham Lincoln and Men of His Time. (1907)]. 

Lincoln had the ability to quote in full almost any passage of Scripture that might be mentioned, often giving chapter and 
verse. There is no evidence that he was ever an orthodox Christian. He seems to have been a philosophical theist who appre
ciated the wisdom and literary charm to be found in the Bible. Above all, he valued its moral precepts. 

Fred L. Israel 
04 May 2003 
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Books that Made a President 

since found a home in the Henry Horner 
Collection in the llllnois State Historical 
Library, so to take up residence in the 
new Lincoln Presidential Library and 
Museum. 

[Editor's Note: This installment of The 
Wrilten Word is a brief departure from 
Dan's ongoing series detailing the histo
ry, scarcity, and significance of campaign 
biographles written in 1860 and 1864. He 
will return to this important topic in the 
next Journal - for thls Issue, we asked 
that he address points that might com
plement our cover story. ] 

Daniel Pearson 

A 
s a collector of books about Abra
ham Lincoln, I often encounter the 
"peripheral" books that constitute 
a collecting field In itself: books 
that Lincoln read. Actual books 
that Lincoln owned are rare and in 

short supply. The William H. Lambert 
auction in 1914 contained ten books that 
bore Lincoln's ownership signature or 
were either inscribed to or from Lincoln. 
The Barrett sale in 1952 had but three. 
Books from Lincoln's library still show up 
on the market from time to time, and sell 
for significant money. More often than 
not they are volumes that come from the 
Lincoln & Herndon Law Office. They are 
therefore generally of a technical nature 
in the legal profession, and not the cher
ished book that Lincoln would take up 
and read before the warmth of the stove 
in the Lincoln family sitting room. 

With little likelihood of assembling 
any sort of extensive library of books 
owned and read by Lincoln himself, many 
collectors over the years have turned to 
the next best thing: collecting copies of 
books identical to those that Lincoln was 
known to have read. There are several 
studies of the books Lincoln read, each 
containing a bibliography. Among the 
most useful are three titles by Martin 
Luther Houser, The Books that Lincoln 
Read; Abraham Lincoln, Student. His 
Books; and Some Bool,s That Lincoln 
loved: An Address Before the Lincoln 
Memorial University (all Peoria, IL: 
Edward J. Jacob, 1929, 1932, 1937) and 
Rufus Rockwell Wilson's Whal Lincoln 
Read (Washington, D.C.: Pioneer Publish
ing Company, 1932). 

A number of Institutions have 

acquired sizeable collections of books 
that Lincoln read. The research library of 
the Lincoln Museum in Fort Wayne has a 
large section dedicated to such books. 
The collection of the Lincoln Museum at 
Lincoln Memorial University at Harro
gate, Tennessee, also has an extensive 
assembly of such titles. The books there 
had been stored for many years, but have 
been recently rediscovered and added to 
their research library. 

Two years ago, book dealer Chuck 
Hand purchased a portion of Lincoln 
library of Valentine Bjorkman. The books 
had been acquired by Upsala College 
after Bjorkman's death. Upsala College 
later sold the collection to Florida Gulf 
Coast University, from whom Hand pur
chased the books. Included in the library 
were a large number of books Lincoln 
had read. It must be noted that Bjorkman 
started to assemble much of his collec
tion before definitive bibliographies of 
Lincoln-related books had been assem
bled. However, this did not deter inde
fatigable book dealer Harry E. Barker. He 
conducted his own research, examining 
biographies and reminiscences written 
by Lincoln's friends and associates, as 
well as Lincoln's own writ
ings. He would then search 
out copies of books that 
could be documented as 
having been read by Lin
coln. Barker would then 
type up the statement of 
proof and tip it into the 
front of the book. Often, 
these statements would 
Include a long quote from 
the source from which 
Barker determined that the 
book had a Lincoln con
nection. 

Valentine Bjorkman 

Barker's efforts to document many 
of the books Lincoln read proved invalu
able when Martin Luther Houser wrote 
his monograph 77,e Books That Lincoln 
Read. Houser documents 106 books Lin
coln had read. An effort to categorize the 
books would be highly subjective, but we 
can loosely group them. Among the 
books Lincoln read we find works on self
improvement (those books he read as a 
"student," including textbooks and fun
damental literature), professional books, 
those used In Lincoln's professions 
(including law books and surveying man
uals), books used as President, and 
books Lincoln read for pleasure and 
enjoyment. 

Lincoln's attitude toward books is a 
bit of an enigma. He loved to read, and 
his range of the types of material he read 
is quite varied. But whlle he was well 
read. Lincoln never really developed an 
affinity for books as objects. He was more 
interested in the knowledge and enjoy
ment he could derive from the book than 
in owning the book for himself. He there
fore never did have what one could call 
even a moderate sized library. He was 
quite happy to read books borrowed 
from other people or libraries. It Is 

known that lawyer Lin
coln utilized the library 
in the Old State Capitol. 
He also read books 
owned by his law partner 
William H. Herndon, who 
did have a nice personal 
collection of books. 

must have appreciated •- u....,. _ .. ,, ••..,. 
Barker's efforts to ferret 1 • ., .. _. ::.:- 1::-.,:-:. "'.:.!7.. -

While serving as 
President, Lincoln made 
frequent use of the books 
housed in the Library of 
Congress. An appendix in 
Rufus Rockwell Wilson's 
What Lincoln Read lists 
all books borrowed by 
the White House during 
Lincoln's term. While 
some of the books were 
used by Mrs. Lincoln 
(some of them In French), 
John Hay, John Nicolay, 
and Robert T. Lincoln, a 

out these books, as he pur-
chased a very large num
ber of them; enough to fill 
more than 14 liner feet of 
shelf space. Bjorkman's 
Lincoln related books have 
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Statement of authentication by book· 
seller Harry E. Barker from the book 
Onfting About by Stephen Massett. 

----------- great many of them were 
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Written Word, cont. 
for the President's use. In looking over 
the list, some of the titles of interest are 
the U.S. Constitution (borrowed several 
times), The Book of Mormon, Bancroft's 
History of the United States, Works of 
Thomas Jefferson, and curiously, the 1860 
campaign biographies of Lincoln by 
Joseph H. Barrett and William Dean How
ells, the latter borrowed twice. 

Despite his interest in his own 
biographies, it is ironic that Lincoln, who 
is the subject of more books than any 
other figure in American history, cared 
little for biographies in general. Despite 
his early admiration for the romanticized 
biographies of such figures as George 
Washington and Benjamin Franklin, in his 
later years Lincoln became much more 
cynical of this type of literature. When 
William H. Herndon urged Lincoln to read 
a biography of Edmund Burke, Lincoln 
picked up the book and leafed through it. 
After a few minutes he returned it to 
Herndon proclaiming "Biographies as 
written are false and misleading. The 
author of the life of his hero paints him as 
a perfect man-magnifies his perfections 
and suppresses his imperfections
describes the success of his hero in glow
ing terms, never once hinting at his fail
ures and blunders. Why do not book mer
chants and sellers have blank biogra
phies on their shelves always ready for 
sale, so that when a man dies, i1 his 
heirs-children and friends-wish to per• 
petuate the memory of the dead, they 
can purchase one already written, but 
with blanks which they can fill up elo
quently and grandly at pleasure thus 
commemorating a lie; an injury to the liv
ing and to the name of the dead." 

It is, perhaps, an examination of the 
books Lincoln read for pleasure and 
enjoyment that provide the best glimpse 
into Lincoln's character. Here we see Lin
coln's love of poetry, particularly the 
rather macabre and fatalistic verse so 
popular of the era. Of course this is best 
illustrated by Lincoln's favorite poem 
"Mortality." Lincoln had loved the poem 
for many years despite not knowing the 
author of the poem. It was not until the 
Civil War that General James Grant Wil
son told Lincoln that the author was the 
Scottish poet, William Knox, and present
ed him with a copy of Knox's poem. If 
"Mortality" was Lincoln's favorite poem, 
Robert Burns was his favorite poet. The 
Burns Club of Washington planned a din-

ner for January 24, 1864, to celebrate the and Hackett. That was not to be. Hackett, 
106th anniversary of the Scottish poet's proud to be a correspondent with the 
birth. Lincoln was invited to the dinner President, promptly had Lincoln's letter 
and was asked to compose a toast to made into a single-sheet circular, "Print-
Burn's memory. A memorandum in the ed not for publication but for private dis-
Robert Todd Lincoln Papers reveals the tribution only, and its convenient perusal 
President's sentiments as, "I can not by personal friends.'' Of course, copies 
frame a toast to Burns. I can say nothing of the circular were not kept private and 
worthy of his generous heart and tran- they eventually found their way to the 
scending genius. Thinking of what he has opposition press, which lambasted Un-
said, I can not say anything which seems coin's presumptuousness in criticizing 
worth saying." In the spring of 1860, Lin- such a figure as Shakespeare. The entire 
coin had the opportunity to visit the incident became an embarrassment to 
offices of James F. Wilson's literary publi- both Lincoln and Hackett. 
cation, Chicago Record. There he found One book that Lincoln read through-
two magnificent busts of Burns and out his life was the Bible. A copy of this 
William Shakespeare. Upon seeing them. holy work could be found in even the 
Lincoln remarked to Wilson, "They are most humble of homes, and we know that 
my two favorite authors, and I must man- there was a Lincoln family Bible. Lin-
age to see their birthplaces some day, if I coin's familiarity with that book is 
can contrive to cross the Atlantic." demonstrated time and again, with his 

William Shakespeare was, of course, letters and speeches filled with Biblical 
Lincoln's favorite author. He was intro- references. He found particular comfort 
duced to the Bard by the somewhat in reading the Bible during the difficult 
eccentric Jack Kelso, with whom Lincoln time of the War years. 
lived for a time in the small village of New During his presidency, Lincoln often 
Salem. It is not known just what editions turned to humorous books to lighten the 
of Shakespeare's works Lincoln owned, load of the constant pressure of the Civil 
but it is safe to say that he must have War, which weighed heavily upon him. 
owned several diflerent copies and edi- These books were rather popular during 
lions during his lifetime. He was known their day, but in later years do not seem 
for carrying a copy of Shakespeare's quite so humorous. Many of these books 
plays with him as he traveled over the are archaic and rely heavily oa using odd 
Eighth Judicial Circuit and ____ ___ phonetic spelling to recreate 
would read from it during unusual dialects. As times 
moments when he lound changed, so does humor. 
himself free of his lawyerly Some of these books were 
duties. Lincoln became so not considered funny in later 
familiar with Shakespeare's years and may have led to 
plays that he could recite many of these books being 
long passages from memory. discarded over the years. 

Lincoln's favorite This may be one reason for 
Shakespearean actor was their relative scarcity today. 
James F. Hackett, who was Lincoln would escape 
exceptional in playing the the cares of the day by pick-
comic role of Falstaff. After Jack Kelso, New Salem resident ing up one of his beloved 
Lincoln attended a play fea- who introduced Lincoln to the books of humor and reading 
tu.ring Hackett on August 13, works of William Shakespeare. aloud from it to whomever 
1863, Hackett sent Lincoln a happened to be within 
copy of his recently pub- earshot. One of the best 
lished book, Notes and Comments upon 
Certain Plays and Actors of Shakespeare, 
with Criticisms and Correspondence (New 
York; Carleton, 1863). On August 17, Lin
coln replied to Hackett, thanking him for 
the book Lincoln also offered a bit of 
amateur criticism of Shakespearean 
plays, thinking that the correspondence 
would remain private between himself 
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examples of Lincoln's habit of reading to 
his guests occurred in the White House 
at a Cabinet meeting on September 22, 
1862. Once all the Cabinet members had 
assembled, Lincoln mentioned that he 
had received a new book from Charles 
Farrar Browne, who wrote under the pen 
name Artemus Ward. He thought that the 
department heads might enjoy a short pas-
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Artemus Ward meets President Lincoln, 
from Artemus Ward: His Book. 

sage titled "High-Handed Outrage in 
Utica." Most of the Cabinet enjoyed the 
brief period of levity. However, Secretary 
of War Edwin M. Stanton held the view 
that such diversions were inappropriate 
given the grave times they were in and 
the huge responsibiJities they were fac
ing. After finishing the brief bit of humor, 
Lincoln turned gravely serious and 
informed his Cabinet that he was going to 
issue the Preliminary Emancipation. Lin
coln's switch from lightheartedness to 
the serious business was instantaneous, 
and is an excellent example of how well 
he mixed humor with the serious busi
ness of the day. 

Often, Lincoln found himself as a 
character in the humorous books them-

THE RAIL SPLITTER 

selves, which must have provided a spe
cial form of delight. Also in Artemus Ward: 
His Book, is a chapter titled "Interview 
With President Lincoln," complete with 
it's own fanciful illustration. Another 
favorite author of Lincoln"s was Robert 
Henry Newell who wrote under the name 
Orpheus C. Kerr (a play on the words 
"office seeker"). The Orpheus C. Kerr 
Papers in three volumes (New York: Car
leton, Publisher, 1862, 1862, 1865) related 
the adventures of a correspondent 
reporting on the events of 
the day, and were perhaps 
the most popular humor 
books during the war. A 
chapter in the second vol
ume refers to Lincoln's 
issuance of the Emancipa
tion Proclamation. 

ine Helm wrote of Lincoln's last day in 
The True Story of Mary, Wife of Lincoln 
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1928). 
After returning from a late afternoon car
riage ride with Mrs. Lincoln, the Presi
dent met Illinois Governor Richard J. 
Oglesby. Helm teUs of Oglesby's reminis
cence of that day: "Lincoln got to reading 
some humorous book-I think it was by 
'John Phoenix.' They kept sending for 
him [Lincoln] to come to dinner. He 
promised each time to go, but would con-

tinue reading U1e book. Finally 
he got a sort of pe.remptory 
order that he must come to 
dinner at once. It was 
explained to me by the old 
man at the door that they were 

I 
going to have dinner and then 
go to the theater." 

John G. Nicolay recalled 
hearing Lincoln's lecture on 

Lincoln's fondness of 
humorous books lasted up to 
the very day that he died. 
The last book Lincoln read 
was an old favorite, Phoenix
iana; or, Sketches and Bur
lesques by John Phoenix, the 
pen name of George Horatio 
Derby (New York: D. Apple
ton and Company, 1856). The 
book purports to be a series 
of reports filed from the 

John P. Squibob, from 
Phoenixiana. Below the signa

ture is the following attestation: 
"This autograph may be relied 
on as authentic, as it was writ-
ten by one of Mr. Squibob's 

most Intimate friends." 
state of California by a num- --------
ber of people, one of them the hideously 

"Discoveries and inventions" 
on April 26, 1860. In it Lincoln 
called laughter "the joyous, 
beautiful, universal evergreen 
of life." It is somehow com
forting, even from our per
spective 140 years later, that 
under the heavy pressure of 
war, Lincoln could find an 
escape, albeit briefly, in 
humorous books. -R--

homely John P. Squibob. 
In her biography of her aunt, Kather-

A s eBay becomes increasingly pervasive, the "Dark Side" 
rears Its ugly head. Besides the plethora of what is best 
termed non-<iescript - offered as grist for flea market mills 
- reproductions are now being cranked out. Collectors 
have had to contend with facsimilies of Currier & Ives 

cartoons, cartes-<le-visite, Grand National Banners, etc. Even 

simulated, or will come in 
lime of its own accord) and 
minor differences in the let
tering. Th.is reproduction 
will likely cause a great deal 
of grief to collectors down 

N 
iii@hl : 

stereo views have recently been 
added to the mix. The latest area for 
concern are campaign flags. Recently 
offered on eBay, this "Framed 31 Star 
Lincoln Campaign Flag" comes from a 
self-proclaimed dealer of historical 

. . . : ..... 
••=•::: •-r"llt\lJII ..... "' .... 

* • 

If, I 111111 

flags (who refuses to sell to overseas ., 111111....,_._ __ ...,
111111111 

Real... and reproduction. Removed from the presentation frame, 
could you tell the difference? What about if pictured In an ad for 

a small, regional auction. Would you risk leaving a bid? 

the road. It is not marked 
"Reproduction" nor is the year of its 
manufacture Imprinted, as required by 
law. (The Hobby Protection Act.) Per
haps the seller feels that his repre
senting the item as a reproduction 
absolves him of any responsibility for 
abuses that will surely follow as a con
sequence of his marketing the textiles. 
As we spot such despicable actions, 
we shall bring them to your attention. 

buyers not wishing to export Ameri
can history!), who does, in fact, rep
resent it as a reproduction. measuring 
8 1/2 x 6" and printed on "antique 
muslin that dates to the late l800st it ------------------- In the meantime. one need look no fur-
is patterned after an original campaign flag. There is little to 
distinguish the pair except for evidence of aging (which can be 
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ther than ones desktop to uncover "what lies beneath." 
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Lincoln and J.Q.A., cont. 

by President John Quincy Adams.2 A "patent" was an instrument 
making a conveyance of public lands. These. signed by presi
dents. were very common, and were authentically signed by all 
presidents until 1832 when Andrew Jackson became tired of sign
ing his name. After that time, all federal land grants were signed 
by presidential secretaries. 

It was not until 1847 that Lincoln and Adams may have met. 
After his presidency. Adams ran for Congress and was elected to 
the House of Representatives in 1830. serving from 1831 until his 
death In 1848. Lincoln was elected to the House of Representa
tives in 1846. serving from 1847 until 1849. Thus, they occupied 
the same chamber together for almost one year. At that time 
there were 239 members ol the House. Lincoln was elected as a 
Whig and Adams as an Independent, so it is likely that their seats 
were on opposite sides ol the ais!e.3 

Lincoln's opposition lo the Mexjcan War is well-known. 
probably more than any other position he held as a Congress
man. At the January 12. 1848 session ol Congress, Lincoln 
attacked President Polk's war policy with Mexico and tried to 
disprove the President's contention that the war was started by 
the Mexicans. Lincoln declared that Polk: 

• ... is a bewildered, confounded and miserably perplexed man. 
God granl he many be able lo show, there is not somelhing about 
his conscience, more painful than all his mental perplexity. • 

On the following day, Lincoln voted with the majority to end 
debate on the President's message. On 
the same day Adams denounced Polk lor 
withholding information from Congress. 
Thus, both Lincoln and Adams were pre
sent in Congress on this day, as they were 
during debates and votes on many other 
measures. 

Another Lincoln-Adams association piece appeared on 
about July 4, 1861, tilled Temperance Declaration of Eleven Pres
idents of the United States. This parchment document was signed 
successively by Presidents Madison, John Q. Adams, .Jackson, 
Van Buren, Tyler, Polk. Taylor. Fillmore, Pierce, Buchanan, and 
Lincoln. This was sponsored by the American Temperance 
Union and was designed to bolster their crusade against drink
ing alcoholic beverages.5 

On February 21, 1848. Lincoln attended a session in the 
House ol Representatives. On this fateful day, the ... 

Speaker is suddenly interrupted, by several gentlemen, who 
sprang from their seats to the assislance of the venerable John 
Quincy Adams, who was observed to be sinking from his seat in 
what appeared to be /he agonies of death. 

According to Beveridge, Lincoln "witnessed the death
stroke of one of the preeminent men of the nation ... "6 Adams 
was immediately carried by his associates to the Rotunda of the 
Capitol and then to the Speaker's room. where he was to remain 
- the House adjourned. His collapse was attributed to a stroke. 
(On November 18, 1846, he was stricken with a paralysis while 
walking in the streets of Boston but recovered sulliciently to take 
his seat in the House on February 16. 1847.) 

On the day following his collapse, the House met and offered 
a prayer for ~the venerable sage who lay in an adjoining room,~ 
and then adjourned. On February 23rd, the House met and 
adjourned alter a prayer and reading ol the Journal. Having 

never regained consciousness, John 
Quincy Adams died on this day, Feb
ruary 23, 1848. at 7:30 PM in the 
Speaker's room. The following day, 
the House and Senate met together, 
when "it was resolved that Adams' 
seat remain unoccupied for 30 days 
and draped in mourning.'' Lincoln 
was appointed to a committee of 
thirty "to superintend the funeral 
solemnities." 

Seventeen years later. on Feb
ruary 2. 1865, President Lincoln 
and Secretary ol State Wllliam 
Seward attended a peace confer
ence with Vice President of the .::~~~, ., Confederacy. Alexander h.r•••• ~o.::-,;;,.-, .. _. T•••""• 

• - J On February 26, l848, members 
of the House, the Senate, President 

Polk and his Cabinet. Justices ol the United 
States Supreme Court and officers of the armed 
forces attended funeral services in the House. 
Lincoln, a member ol the Committee of Arrange
ments, marched in the procession which carried 
the body of John Quincy Adams to the Congres-

O,r,o(M!~ r .... ,,.__., .r. N■w•i.r.,.:,N 
Stephens, and two ol his com- ••••"1t'7:'· ::• lf•••To1, .,,,z 
missioners, R. M. T. Hunter and •• ,., .,•~~ c,.,.,,II,., 11,: :f;-••• "'V...1tr1o1a 

"""• ol M'-i . 11, ff Lac,, °'&.Ii l 
J. A. Campbell. They met on the ...... .,~ ' .,; ..,u.u•••.ol'Aw-..:_-

,., • .,.T~ 11,.:,-::••,fll~ 
Union transport River Queen in ,dlt°;":;4"~~. :•· ~••T~:':f i'..,'1::-,! 
Hampton Roads, Virginia in an ••°'/'lwld,, • ~- 9 ••• ... ort111~; 11r·,/•••.1•,or~~ 
unsuccessful attempt to reach 11,. ,-::::i••o1"!'vT-, • 

~o/ .• ••T. an agreement for ending the ,.48 1>o~ sional Burying Ground. 
War. Lincoln had not seen ....... _ ·;_M,,Jl,y •c i ~ ~r;-., 
Stephens since they were members ol 

Although Lincoln was appointed to the original 
Arrangements Committee, he and others were 
excluded from the sub-committee, which handled all 

the preparations for U1e funeral ceremonies. According to Lincoln, 
in a letter written on June, 1, 1848, to the Reverend Henry Slicer, 

the 30th Congress. Sharing fond reminiscences. Stephens 
told a story concerning a House session when the Illinois dele
gation "could not agree on how to pronounce the name ol their 
State. Some insisted that it was 'llli-noy' others that it was ·1111-
nois.' One of them appealed to the venerable John Quincy 
Adams, who with a malicious smile thrust out: 'If one were to 
judge from the character of the representatives in this Congress 
from that State, I should decide unhesitatingly that the proper 
pronunciation was 'All noise!'" A reference to Lincoln? In any 
case, this "anecdote was relayed by Lincoln lo Carpenter as a 
piece of brightness worth passing on."4 

. . /he House ordered the raising of lwo committees, one, of 
Arrangements, number indefinite, the other, lhirty in number, to 
a/lend the remains of Mr. Adams to Massachuse/ls. By some mis
take, as I understood, a commillee of thirty was appointed by /he 
Speaker. as a committee of Arrangements, of which I was u mem
ber. Al our first meeting, /he mistake was discovered, and the com
miltee being much too numerous for convenience, we delegated 
aulhority to a sub-committee, I was not a member ... 

10 ------------------------
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Slicer had complained to Lincoln that he had not been 
invited to the funeral services in the Capitol building. Being 
off the active Arrangements Committee, Lincoln denied 
having played any role in the selection of the clergy or 
guests. 

On October 19, 1860, twelve years later, Llncoln 
addressed an envelope from Springfield, lllinois to one of 
the former committee members, Abraham Robinson Mcil
vaine. The latter had been active in the funeral arrange
ments and accompanied Adams' body to Massachusetts. 
When we acquired this envelope, a printed card was 
enclosed which was titled, COMMIITEE, appointed by the 
House of Representatives, to accompany the remains of rhe 
Hon. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS to Massachusetts. Their names 
are printed on this 2 x 3'' card. The committee included 
representatives from each state, Wisconsin Territory and 
the District of Columbia. Named on the card were Repre
sentatives Tallmadge (NY), Wilson (NH), Ashmun (MA), 
Rockwell (CT), Mcilvaine (PA), Ligon (MD), Barringer (NC), 
Lumpkin (GA), Brown (MS), Edwards (OH), Gentry (TN), 
Wentworth (IL), Johnson (AR), Cabell (FL), Thompson (IA), 
Hammons (ME), Collamer (VT), Thurston (RI), Newell (NJ), 
Houston (DE), Meade (YA), Holmes (SC), Hilliard (AL), 
Morse (LA), French (KY), Smith (IN), Phelps (MO), Bing
ham (Ml), Kaufman (TX), Tweedy (Wis. Terr.), and Seaton 
(DC). Officers listed are Mr. Anderson; Mr. Matlack; Mr. Bor
den, Mr. McNeir. Mr. Lee, Undertaker. 

Llncoln's envelope bore his holograph address to 
uHon. A. R. Mcilvaine, Brandywine Manor, Penn." Mdlvaine 
served in the House of Representatives from Pennsylvania 
from 1843 to 1849. Both men had served on the origirnal 
Arrangements Committee. During his first term Mcilvaine 
was chairman of the Committee on Expenditures in the 
Department of War. 

Although the paths of Lincoln and Adams crossed 
many times in Congress in 1847 and 1848 and they partici
pated in many floor votes in the House, often siding with 
each other, there is no substantial evidence of any signifi
cant contacts between these two men. -&--
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LINCOLN'S SPIRIT ADVISORS 

D 
uring Lincoln's presidency, there was a great deal of opposi
tion exhibited in newspapers, cartoons, and imprints. After his 
death, as expected, this criti
cism subsided precipitously. 
An occasional history would 
be published from the South

ern perspective that may not have 
been laudatory, but, for the most 
part, vitriol passed from the scene. It 
is therefore highly unusual to find 
just such an item published in 1902, 

S8:ret Political Hlstorv 

_., ____ _ 

thirty-seven years after his assassi- "''" ., ..... uv.,oLi ''" 1 .. " •11mm 

nation. In that year, Dr. Fayette Hall of -t•-- "-•tt '-'-- ..... a:--m.- .. ,"'_".,,.,,... 
New Haven, CT privately printed and 11nnw"""'.,,...,.m,,.,.11,n1 ... 

published a pamphlet containing the 
text of an illustrated lecture he pro
posed to give on Lincoln. Its title ls 
The Copperhead or the Secret Political 
History of the Civil War Revealed 
Showing the Falsity of New England. 
Partizan History, How Lincoln Came 
To Be President. The Secret Working and 
Conspiring of Those in Power. Motive 
and Purpose of Prolonging the War for 
Four Years. To Be Delivered and Pul>
lished in a Series of Four Illustrated Lec
tures. The theme of the book becomes 
apparent in the preface. Referring to 
the popular view of Lincoln, Hall con• 
tends that " ... his admirers would have 
the world believe that every act of 
Abraham Lincoln was that emanating 

Crom the high
est intelligence 
and honest 

l-J•0..•• .... • .. f•-l'•~W 
I'_,, l1,._UJ"1a 1-1•--

f1l, r>• rAYCT'Ta; H ... 1.L, ----

motives, at which this course of lectures Is 
widely at variance, and would demonstrate 
that the only incentive to any exertion was 
the superstitious phantasies of a freak, 
aroused to action by negro voudooism and 
spirit mediums." 

___ ..,.__..,,,, __ .... 
Supposedly Dr. Hall was a contempo

rary of Lincoln's, though he doesn't claim 
to have met the President. In contrast, he 

says he was turned away from the White 
House the one time he went to visit (and con
sidering the fact that practically nobody was 
ever turned away, this Dr. Hall must have 
been one strange dude!). While some of the 
author's points-of-view are routine criticisms 

.': "":::.:. ::.·.:. ·.::::: = .;:::- of Llncoln 's motives and abuse of the Cons ti-
• - • ...,.. - ·- • • tution, they seem totally out-<>I-place in 1902 

Proof of Lincoln "ape-like" New England. Whether the author felt unsafe 
lineage. publishing these views prior to 1902. or did 
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not come to his conclusions until late-in-life is unknown. Besides a pro-Southern 
perspective, Dr. Hall exhibits beliefs in phrenology and spiritualism-"sciences" 
which were totally discredited well before this pamphlet was printed. To summa
rize the points of his lecture (if, indeed, it actually took place!), we can state the 
following: the identity of Lincoln's maternal grandmother is unknown and it is 
thought his father was Abraham Inlow, not Thomas Lincoln. Accordingly, their 
ancestry is untraceable and cannot benefit from illustrious predecessors. They 
lived in primitive conditions on the frontier. Despite fertile soil and an abundance 
of game, they lived a hardscrabble life, subsisting on raw potatoes and salt. "The 
Lincoln family as described by the historian must have been as low in the scale 
of humanity as it is possible for human beings in a civilized country to descend, 
or as near to their Darwinian origin as but one remove would place them.· Young 
Abe avoided physical labor whenever possible, and often left work only to be 

"Attila, King of th11 Huns, whose spirit, through the Medium. 
Assured President Lincoln of regal power and a dictatorship 
for life." And. • The spirit of Pinkie, an Aztic (sic) Princess. 
who lived In Mexico five hundred years ago, who was one 

of the chief factors In the management of our national 

found lying on his stomach 
reading a book "'which was 
probably not a stipulation 
with his employer." Hall com
bines phrenology and Dar-

affairs during most of the time of the Lincoln misrule." winian theory to prove that 
Lincoln's skull matched that 

"How Lincoln came to Issue the Emancipation Proclamation." 

designated as "ape-man" and 
therefore near the bottom of the anthropological ladder. We are treated to the 
revelation that Mary Todd was not interested In Lincoln until she heard that a 
fortune teller (representing "negro voudooism") had predicted that Lincoln 
would become president. Such a "voudoo" prediction had also been a factor 
in Napoleon's rise to power and his marriage to Josephine Beauharnais. In 
choosing law as a profession, Lincoln not only furthered his career, but chose 
a vocation that complemented his indolence. 

In the beginning of the book, the author gives definitions for copperheads and wehrwolves (as in Lon Chaney in "The Were-
wolr). A copperhead is "an animal of very domestic nature ... that is satisfied with its inherited possessions and never leaves its 
own domain to annoy or interfere with the rights of others ... " In contrast, the wehr wolf is " ... an animal whose mentality consists 
of four elements with which the Mayflower and her consort came freighted. Avarice, assumption, arrogance and dlctation •. .lt was 

never known, since its power of transformation, to attack its physical equal.~ The 
copperheads are representative of the opponents of Lincoln, and the South, in par
ticular. The wehr wolves represent Lincoln and the fanatics of the North. 

- - -- - -,_...,.~~ .. 111,,c.-,....,.QlooNll_,,..._w-.,r ............ ~ ... &.,,,!t•a.... 

"President Uncoln and His Cabinet. Whose Counsel 
and Advice He Contemptuously Ignored and Leff to 

Consult His Spirit Oracles." 

By quoting various Lincoln biographers and Lincoln himself, Hall "proves" that 
Lincoln never split rails (since they were living in the wide-open frontier, why was 
there a need for railing?). He also discounts the "Honest Abe" angle, claiming that 
Lincoln was dishonest in his choice of political alfillation. The Whig Party was an 
amorphous entity that changed policies with the shifting political winds and adopt
ed or absorbed themselves into other parties when it deemed its interests warrant
ed. Lincoln's "endorsement" of the right of secession taken from a Congressional 
speech as well his pre-Civil War position that seceded states could not be brought 
back into the fold via conquest, are used to question his honesty. 

Hall claims that Lincoln received the presidential nomination in 1860 because 
Horace Greeley got him that nomination. Greeley, of course, was not a Lincoln man, 
but exerted his influence only after a revelation by a medium. • ... At a spiritual seance, 
the party workers, spiritualists and abolltionists, were met and Mr. Laurie purported 
to be entranced and controlled by the spirit of Robert Rantoul of Boston, and then 
and there under those circumstances Abraham Lincoln was announced and declared 
by those spiritualists and abolitionists to be the next President of the United States." 

The conventional criticisms in the lecture locus on the removal of General John 
C. Fremont, the suppression of free speech, unlawful imprisonment. and Lincoln's vanity in assuming control over the military. His 
lack of education, gawky features, uncouth manners. predilection for profanity, Ill-timed humor, and off-color stories are counted 
against him. He refused to listen to the counsel of his Cabinet, ignored the Constitution, and acted to prolong the War because he 
knew he would not be re-elected if a settlement was reached prior to 1864 and the Southern states re-admitted to the Union. The 
Industrialists of New England likewise did not want the War to end, as that would likely mean the end of protective tariffs-the only 
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thing between them and bankruptcy. Finally, Lincoln is not credited with 
any great acts of statesmanship. His Emancipation Proclamation was 
Issued only at the behest of a council of spirit advisors-a group of six 
that included Attila the Hun (promising Lincoln dictatorship for life) and 
"Pinkie the Aztec Princess." That Lincoln was guided by these creatures 
and not his advisors and the Constitution he was sworn to defend Is his 
greatest indictment. 

Needless to say, this pamphlet was not widely dlstrlbuted and is 
considered very rare. Cataloged by Jay Monaghan as #1373. we knew of 
only one other extant example before having the opporunlty to review 
this example discovered by Chuck Hand. (Anyone interested in pur
chasing this scarce imprint should contact Chuck.) 

~ .......... - ....... 1,..,"'"""' 

"President Lincoln and His Medium With His Spirit Cabinet. Whose 
Direction He Implicitly Obeyed." 

We thought you would find it interesting, if not totally off-the-wall! 

SAFEGUARDING A LINCOLN COLLECTION 

Blaine V. Houmes 

Part I. Preservation 
After acquiring any number of fine items, one of the chief 

concerns among serious collectors is: "Now what do I do with the 
stuff?" Preservation and conservation-what archivists call "pres
con"-is the duty of collectors pitting the special needs of histor
ical items against the realistic constraints of time and money. 
College-level degrees are available in this field but information 
gleaned Crom a few good references is far more practical. Not 
every action is reasonable for every collector; not all advice is 
needed for every collection. 

Most collectors of Lincolniana consider their assemblage in 
terms of organizing, storing, and protecting. There are certain 
dangers, however, all collectors and collectibles must face: 
pests, pollution, and performance-or the lack of performance
meaning simple actions and precautions which should or should 
not be taken to avoid harm to any valuables. 

Hazards to Lincoln collectibles include: 
JJaltl. All forms of light can produce harm to collectibles, 

whether the light is natural or artificial. The effect of light dam
age over time is cumuJative, especially to paper, textiles and 
organic products. 

Suggestions: Long exposures in strong or direct light should 
be avoided; consider special cover glass in frames to filter out 
ultraviolet light. Low wattage (60 watt) incandescent bulbs emit 
far less ultraviolet radiation than fluorescent lights. Some muse
ums protect prints and textiles with light levels set at only 5 to 
10 foot-candles. A good camera light meter can be used to mea
sure room light levels (see CCI [IC Notes 2/S). 

Temperature, Excessive Moisture/Dryness. Relative humid
ity above 65%, temperatures exceeding 75 degrees Fahrenheit, 
and stagnant air can cause molds to grow anywhere, particular
ly on paper and textiles. Fumigation may kill fungus already pre
sent, but high humidity can propagate any remaining spores. 

Consider a fan or an air conditioner 
(which also acts to clean the air of 
pollutants) to maintain a constant 
circulation of air. Moisture also 
causes rust, corroding metallic sur
faces and swelling wood products. 
Excess dryness, though, is equally 
harmful; woods split and painted 
surfaces crack. 

Suggestions: Use common 
sense: if you are comfortable, your 
collectibles wiJI be comfortable. 
Inexpensive temperature and 
humidity sensors can be pur
chased from conservation suppli
ers. Ideal goals are storage areas 
with 40 to 50% humidity and tem
peratures set at 65 to 70 degrees 
Fahrenheit (18 to 22 degrees Centi
grade). Although precise control is 

Even though paper with a high 
rag content, such as found in this 
oversized 1860 ballot, remains 

quite durable, most true 
ephemera needs to be properly 
cared for to survive for the next 

generation. 
desirable, it is not always practical ---------
in homes. Humidifiers can be used to provide moisture; silica gel 
canisters can be used to absorb it. Wide fluctuations in temper
ature and humidity are as dangerous as extremes. Avoid hanging 
any objects (especially prints and pictures) on outside walls in 
homes, and avoid any direct heat sources such as furnace vents, 
fireplaces, warm lights and direct sunlight. High humidity and 
temperatures also cause chemical reactions in the cellulose 
fibers of paper, making the material brittle and discolored. Do 
not store items in leaky, dusty basements, garages, or attics. 

fem. Moth larvae, powderpost beetles, and silverfish all 
feed upon organic materials and plant, animal and microscopic 
molds. Silverfish prefer starches, which can be found on the fin
ishes of books and textiles. 

Suggestions: Good housekeeping is the best method of pest 
deterrence. Sticky traps are an ideal way to detect and trap 

continued page 22 
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In The Market~lace 
U,lfl'l'ffi ffATH or u,guc:4 

c.;;....~ 

...,1,i.,...._ ,4'..1-.... .,,,..,...,./-41 

R M. Smythe hosted an autograph sale in New York City in November. An 1846 ALS by Robert E. Lee, writ
ten from his engineering post in Fort Hamilton, Brooklyn, reveals an endearing side to the legendary sol
dier: "/ have been hoping for so long my beautiful Mattie, to hear from you when you are coming on to 
see us & have been disappointed, that I am wearied & sick with expectation ... The horses are longing for 

your arrival, & the green fields & bright waters only want your presence to make them beautiful. Even the little 
Lees are pining for you, & their venerable Papa would be quite rejuvenated were you here ... " (Lot passed against 
an estimate of $7,500.) An undated Note Signed by Charles Sumner. to Massachusetts Governor John A. Andrew, 
deals with a question posed previously in this journal; namely, the mechanics of the substitution process. "Colored men will 
be accepted as substitutes for White Men under the enrollment act." Wonder if the "colored" population was pleased with 
this concession associated with their legal standing? ($575.) Speaking of civil rights, an 1869 Document Signed by William 
Seward as Secretary of State Includes a copy of the proposed 15th Amendment to the Constitution, granting the right to 
vote to African-Americans. The proposed amendment was to be forwarded to the state legislatures for their approval. 
According to the cataloger, the last state to approve the amendment was New York which withdrew its 1869 ratifi
cation after a few months, and did not rescind the withdrawal until 1970 (who says the wheels of government turn 
slowly?) The amendment was phrased negatively, to the displeasure of the congressional faction favoring univer
sal male suffrage without property or educational restrictions. States subsequently used grandfather clauses, liter
acy tests, and other devices to limit African-American voting. The document certainly set a record price for a signed 
Seward item: $18,000. An Autograph Quotation Signed by "the little woman who started it all", Harriet Beecher 
Stowe. repeats a passage from her magnum opus, Uncle Tom's Cabin: "Oh Mas'r George ye're too late. The Lords 
bought me and Is going to take me home, & I long to go. Heaven is better than Kintuck." Dated December 6, 1893, 
this got sold down the rivertor $5,500. Lordy, lordy! And, "taking stock in Lincoln." in their February auction of 
stocks and bonds in Strasburg, PA, Smythe offered a 1905 stock certificate for the Pullman Company, signed by 
its president, Robert Todd Lincoln. This piece of script found a comfortable berth at $330. A 1902 stock certifi· 
cate for the Tykoon Mining Company of South Dakota with a nice vignette of Lincoln claimed $150. It is remark
able not only for the incongruence of associating Lincoln with a mining operation. but for the name itself. As all 
our readers know, presidential secretaries Nicolay and Hay occasionally referred to Lincoln as the "Tycoon." 

.... p. ..... .....,._ 

~A'a4~ I 

-•k- ..._, 

J~~-
·G,.A.-

,:-f/ 
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B ack in October 1998, we reported on the sale of a 22 x 38" "outsider art" painting depicting Lincoln and two 
African-Americans tor $125. It is now being offered by Polo Antiques of Woodstock, VT tor $20,000. They 
attribute the work to the African-American artist Ellis Ruley (1882-1959). Ruley's story is quite compelling. A 
laborer, he was struck by a truck and awarded a substantial settlement. He used the money to purchase a home 

in an all-White neighborhood in Norwich, CT. He moved there with his White wife and raised a family. Apparently, this mix 
did not sit well with some of his neighbors, and Ruley was beaten to death. At the time, his death was written-off as an 
"accident." Is the book closed on the tale of Ellis Ruley? TI me will tell. 

The Cobbs of Peterborough, NH recently sold an 1864 Lincoln document appointing 
Charles Morton Stewart Consul of the Argentine Republic at Baltimore. Could any of our 
readers tell us why there would be a "Consul of the Argentine Republic" In the first place. 
why he would be stationed at Baltimore, and why an American President was authorized to 
appoint what appears to be an Argentine official? Ay, carumba! ! $4.500 plus buyer's. 

T 
his two-sided, multicolor broadside proclaims: "All Slaves Were Made Freemen by Abraham Lincoln . .. Come, then, 
Able-Bodied Colored Men, and Fight for the Stars and Stripes!' This rare lithograph, used to recruit Colored soldiers, 
circa 1863, appeared in the African-Americana sale at Swann Galleries in February. Selling for an astounding $16,100, 
the cataloger speculates that this 8 x 11'' "broadside or flyer, with the text on one side and an image on verso depict

ing a Union soldier surrounded by ex-slaves ... was probably intended to recruit soldiers in either the Boston or Philadelphia 
areas, as both raised colored regiments soon after Emancipation." To speak to the item's rarity, the listing further states that 
"We could locate only two other copies of this broadside, both in private collections (WIiiiam Gladstone and a Seattle collector). 
The latter Is a variant from this copy, with a partial printing of the John Brown Song on the letterpress side." Well ... not to BLOW 
OUR OWN HORN, but fear not intrepid Rall Splitters! You will get a shot at one of these gems ... this specimen with the com-
plete John Brown poem, in our annual auction! So ... at least one more example can be added to the census! 
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T 
he March auction at James Julia in Fairfield, ME, included this item headlined as a "RARE AND 
SPECTACULAR CONFEDERATE BATTLE FLAG." The catalog detailed that: "This is undoubted
ly the finest Confederate battle flag to ever come at auction. This classic square Western The
ater Infantry battle flag was originally found in an East Texas estate. One great feature of the 

flag is the original and unusual fringe that trims three sides ... the flag is complete with its original sewn 
in rope hoist. Rare is the opportunity to buy an original Confederate St. Andrews Cross battle flag ... 
this Is one of only five known Western Theater Confederate battle flags. SIZE: Size of the flag alone 
including fringe is approximately 59' high and 54" wide. (100,000-125,000)" The victorious bidder 
paid $126,500. You won't see this Confederate flag flying over any state capital soon! 

A large selection of Lincoln medals, consigned by the West
ern Reserve Historical Society of Cleveland, was auctioned by 
Stack's this past September. Not quite a medal, but medal-like, was 

a "delightful Lincoln Wedgewood [sic] Cameo" 76 x 104mm (approximately 3 x 4'') that sold for $700. We know 
that Wedgwood marketed a Lincoln bust in 1861, but don't have the proper reference works to guesstimate a date on 
this plaque. No doubt the buyer will figure that one outl (a matching Lincoln-Washington Wedgwood jug dated 1876, 
just sold on eBay, answers the riddle!) An 1865 North Western Sanitary Fair medal, in fitted case of issue, did not "fair" 
well at $100. A group lot of fifteen 1864 medals, including the rare "First Battalion Union Campaign Club" (DeWitt AL-
1864-35), went for $2,400. A Thomas Elder 1914 "Secession is Anarchy" medal (part of a series Issued by the flamboyant 
NYC numismatist), described as "highest quality", sold for $60. A Lincoln birth centennial medal by Jules Edouard Rolne, 
118mm bronze cast, was "one of the first medals produced by the Medallic Art Co., at the behest of Lincoln medal pioneer Robert F. Hewitt." 
$120. (a little more affordable than the $7.59 million that Stack's just obtained for a 1933 $20 gold piece. Don't suppose the buyer asked if he 
could put It on his credit cardl) Prices quoted do not include the 15% buyer's premium. 

T 
radewind Auctions in Manchester, MA offered what they described as "an anti-Lincoln American folk art cane. Carved from a sin
gle piece of stained hardwood ... It depicts the head of Abraham Lincoln. The rest of the shaft is carved as a long wide stylized snake. 
Its open mouth is poised to swallow the head of Lincoln. The carving is extremely detailed and very well executed. Anti-Lincoln 
canes were carved in the South during the Civil War and this is only the second piece that we have encountered. The overall length 

is 34 1/4' and the condition is very good. It is a fabulous example with a political message." Estimate: $1200-$1800. Price. $2,200. 

I 

.11111.&Ya ... --
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L 
ots of scrimshaw seems to favor patriotic designs ... including portraits of our 
beloved President Uncolnl Maritime Antiques of York, Maine offered a pair of 
whale's teeth --- described as "Large scrimshaw whale teeth depicting Presi
dents Lincoln and Washington. Both are signed 'Linda 1982' and are approxi

mately 8' in length." ($800 plus buyer's.) These are similar in design to walrus tusks 
produced in San Francisco in the last quarter of the 19th century. And, while on the 
subject, Rose Hill Auction Gallery of .---==-7----. ,------.---.. 

Englewood, NJ is run by a rather colorful 
Irish gentleman who coaxes sales in a 
most entertaining manner. This past April, 
he sold a whales tooth featuring Lincoln 
on one side and crossed Union and Con
federate flags above a cannon on the other . 
Although the engraving appeared period, 
the reverse design would indicate a post
Civil War origin. ($550 plus buyer's). The 
buyer immediately listed it on eBay - a 
common maneuver. There, it went unsold. i.......:~-31,, _ _. 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 

D ana Linett's February sale, the 
first out of his new digs at 
Rancho Sante Fe, CA had 
some interesting pieces, to be 

sure. A letter written in 1860 on Lincoln
Hamlin stationery had the addition of a 
clipped portrait of contender Douglas 
pasted on. The writer obviously was a 

Lincoln partisan, however: "We all go for picture No. 
1. See frontpiece. Tell cous. Eben that it has been 
reported up here that Uncle Abe Is an honest man. 
Ask him if he knows anything to the contrary. We 
gave concluded to try an honest man for the next 

quadruple, and if he don't suit, why we can then 
return to knavery, for there are a plenty of 

them to be found!" ($300.) And, our eyes 
were drawn to a handsome set of hand· 
painted china, comprising a cup, saucer, 
and dessert plate featuring Lincoln, pro
duced in the 1890s by Foley China In 
England, for which the buyer dished out 

$750. A similar set for Washington for 
produced. Finally, a graphic copy of an 1860 

Douglas campaign newspaper, The Campaign 
Plain Dealer and Popular Sovereignty Advo

cate, hit the streets for $250. 

D 
aniel Siegel runs M & S Rare Books of Providence, RI and issues 
fixed-price catalogs of books, manuscripts, and imprints. J. C. But
Ire was a famous engraver who produced the famous "Brady" por
trait ribbons in 1860, as well as patriotic Civil War stationery. A Cat

alogue of Engravings by J.C. Buttre, Publisher, Engraver. and Plate Printer, 
New York, 1870, lists 2,500 engravings, with style, artist, and price. It con
tains two engraved plates, including Lincoln, and an engraved vignette title. 
($350.) The Official Proceedings of the Democratic National Convention, 
Held in 1864 at Chicago, The "limes Steam Book and Job Printing House, 
Chicago, 1864, 64pp. ($500.) And, relative to our cover story and Bill Mul
likan's search for a "Holy Grail" item, we call attention to the offer of an 1812 
copy of The Kentucky Preceptor. Containing a Number of Useful Lessons for 
Reading and Speaking. Compiled for the Use of Schools. By a Teacher. Mac
coun, TIiford, & Co., Lexington. ($15,000.) An address by Dr. M.L Houser at 
Lincoln Memorial University in 1937 relates the significance of this costly 
volume " ... Of the boy's [Lincoln's) four school readers, 'The Kentucky Pre· 
ceptor' was probably the one he loved best; because it was from that book 
he memorized many of the speeches he recited at the village store, at school 
entertainments, and wherever he could secure an audience ... Young Lincoln 
found a copy of this book in the home of Josiah Crawford, a neighbor for 
whom he often worked, read it with absorbing interest, and committed many 
of its selections to memory ... " (Lincoln's copy was sold at the Barrett Sale). 

S iegel Auctions, the "stamp 
guys" in NYC, get a lot of 
Confederate stuff. Jeff 
Davis covers are plentiful. ==c..,rr-_,..,, " 

but how often do yo_u see letter- .. ....,,., .... -,,,, ft.,,. 1,,i" ~.//,_ , 
heads? A Jeff. Davis. Our First -:· --•

4
-:=:-... ~ .. .,,-... 1 -~f. 

President. The Right Man in the 1' 
Right Place illustrated letterhead .._ ___ __,;a ______ _ 

in violet had the right stuff, making $2,970. An illustrated advertising cover 
for the newspaper Southern Confederacy, addressed to Vice-President Alex 
H. Stephens at Crawfordville, GA (an absentee V.P.), June 5, 1861, $2,640. 

W Ith an eBay "Buy it Now" price of $50,000, bids fell somewhat 
short reaching but $291. Listed as: "What a find!!!! This Is the 
authentic (not a reproduction!!) 2-Star General, dress blue uni-
form worn by George 8 McClellan, Commander of the Army of 

the Potomac. This is a man who loved to be seen, and seen dressed 
well. Purchased from the estate of General McClellan some 27 years 
ago. This would be an outstanding year-end tax write-off; it, after pur
chase you donated item to a museum or charity!! Please consult your 
tax advisorr Also failing to meet the reserve, later disclosed to be 
$15,000, was this Pleasant Vale Club. Lincoln & Hamlin. Union & 
Homesteads banner from Pike County, IL, 26 x 27', black ink on cloth. 

T
his one really defies description! Selling for $195 on eBay, 
this "Custom made, one-of-a-kind tribute that has been 
respectfully created in honor of our 16th president...The 
sculpture ... has been professionally made of oven-fired clay 

and hand-painted ... permanently mounted inside a hand-built casket 

S 
elling via Mastronet's online auction with 27 bids 
reaching $25,640 (excluding 15% buyer's) this 
military discharge form dated August 30, 1832. An 
true rarity ... a Lincoln document dating to his ser

vice as a Captain in the Black Hawk War. Lincoln was 
commander of a Company of Mounted Volunteers, 
engaged in 'the protection of the Northwestern Frontier 
against an invasion of the British Band of Sac and other 
tribes of Indians; when he signed off on this soldier's 
Honorable Discharge. The name of the soldier, •□avid 
Rutledge,' a private, did not escape the attention of the 
winning bidder ... and, no doubt, his underbldder. Rut
ledge was brother of the enigmatic Ann, thought to be 
Lincoln's first true love. Even with the missing panel, 
documents signed by Lincoln from this early, formative 
period in his life are almost non-existent... and the 
accompanying association makes it a real treasure! 

----- that is made with great accuracy and attention paid to every detail. 
The casket measures almost 9 inches long and is a little over 2 Inch
es deep. The coffin is made of wood that has been carefully designed 
to accurately replicate Mr. Lincoln's original. Details include:hand
sculpted handles, metallic stars, white silk fringe around lid and 
matte black finish. Made by published artist, George Smith, this is 

the ONLY piece like It ever created!'' The only piece like It for a reason! Not exactly our taste. 
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T ime to play "catch up" wi1h the Raynors (Bob, Ethan. and now Ryan!). Their HCA, Historical Collectible 
Auctions, now seem to come out so often, we have trouble keeping up on all the fun items to cover. So ... 
in no particular order, a few recent sales' results. (Prices quoted do not include the 15% buyer's premi

CE & DISUNION! 
um.) A letter written by John Brown, Jr. (son of .the. John Brown) reflects on the results of the 1860 election: 
" ... ELECTION IS OVER! and we breathe again! Saving that rascally defeat of Burlingame, I feel like crowing! old 
'.4be' is securely elected and that is truly something to be thankful for. The days of the wicked are numbered and DIIIIIJIBDl(£IT or TD 1111011 

oh, what a clearing out of the unworthy and plundering set of office holders about the 4th of March next. Old Abe nu•- n A • 

will find it harder than splitting rails until he gets his new crew aboard ... we've got a 'WIDE-AWAKE' company here =-__ •:.J.~~l~.;.i:~I~::= 
and tho we weren't in season to join the great Tuesday parade, which I saw and enjoyed, we have made some stir 
since. Last we had Charles Sumner here to deliver his splendid lecture ... after the lecture the 'wide awakes' old ........ BEPABA'fiON or m UNION? 
and young numbering 90 torches, paraded and called on the gentleman at R. W. Emersons. Mr. Keyes made a ...!!-.-::!:-..·.::..~=.r:u::c·::::'5r 
pretty speech greeting him to which he graciously replied and then touched upon the results of the election. We S==-::-:'%.:::.-,~~..::...--:.:::'i:=--
were all invited in to oysters coffee and fine fixins!' ($750). An anti-Emancipation Proclamation booklet from ___ ,..,, ... ,_,..,,..,,...-
1862, bitterly anti-Lincoln, The Coming Contraband: A Reason Against the Emancipation Proclamation, was pub- ,- TBI Q.Jl!~TIC TICKET. 
lished in that Democratic stronghold, New York ($225). A rare Confederate broadside announced a Christmas Eve, 
1863 performance by Union POWs ... The Ubby Prison Minstrels. The prison show included singing, dancing, banjo playing, and a masquerade ball. It was 
no doubt issued before conditions in the camp deteriorated. ($1,500). An 1860 election-eve letter describes the political scene in Michigan: " ... Have had a 
good many political meetings. Some for Douglas & some for Lincoln & there are about 250 Wide Awakes in this village & it is a grand sight to see them all 
out. The Hillsdale Wide Awakes made us a surprise visit & when they all got out & the Coldwater Wide Awakes & marched through town In the night with 
banners flying & lights burning they made a grand show, but it made the Democrats as mad as hop-toads, but their time is short for Abe Lincoln will be our 
next President. Hurrah for Lincoln the Rall Splitter. .. " ($375). A poll book from White Sulphur Spring, KY records the votes for the presidential electors for 
1860. Needless to say, native son John Breckinridge got the most votes with fellow Southerner John Bell a close second. Tallying the votes 
for the other native Kentuckian. Lincoln, was an easy task 'cause he got none! Zero!!! ($500). A multicolored Lincoln & Johnson ballot from 
Ohio (UNION Presidential Ticket) was offered, different from those typically encountered ($250). A hand-colored medium folio lithograph J. 

Wilkes Booth, published by Bufford's in Boston in 1865, is not only the first we've seen, but a flattering portrait. We can
not imagine too many Northern consumers hanging this one up on their walls. Maybe it was produced "for 
export." ($375). A hand-colored Currier & Ives small folio The Colored Volunteer Marching Into Dixie, estimat
ed at $700-900, rallied for $2,300. A Confederate songsheet on yellow paper, published in Houston circa 1862, 
Ladies to the Hospital, recorded $375 {we see "scores" of Union songsheets. but hardly ever a Confederate J Jm: j 
one!). A printed copy of Confederate House of Representatives resolutions from January 20, 1863 sternly crit· :::;.::: ....., 
icize the Lincoln administration "Whereas the War now existing between the Confederate States and the Unit- •-
ed States had its origin from bad and wicked fanatics known as the abolition party whose organization for a . 
long series of years was simply contemptible, holding its orgies in obscure club rooms, fanaticism, infidelity ..:= 

and every revolting form of social heresy, flocked to its standard and constituted Its only support ... Be it r • IICJOft DDOUICBD! 

resolved ... that the President ... make known to the abolition executive of the federal government, that we as a <~~~i;-5 

nation are determined to be and forever to remain free and separate from and dis- ~~'f~~;: 
contented with so base and corrupt a people as have wickedly and wantonly ~-•::::: :;;!'!i....~-== 

destroyed the greatest government ever constructed by the wisdom of man ... " 
{Passed, estimate: $300-400.) A hand-written summons to appear at the trial of Jef
ferson Davis in late November 1867 was issued by the U.S. Marshal in Richmond 
(" .. ./ am directed to summon you as a witness to appear before the U. S. Circuit 
Court on Monday next... on behalf of the U. S. against Jefferson Davis. Please 
appear promptly.") Davis never was put on trial and was released six months later 
on May 10, 1865. (Passed.) A 19 x 23 1/2" broadside printed by Baird & King of 
Philadelphia In 1864 castigates the Democratic Party and the course it would take if suc
cessful. Although It doesn't mention McClellan by name (must have been paid for with soft money!), the references 

,..._ ______ ,_ to planks of the Chicago Platform leave no doubt as to the intent of the publisher. $1,600. A carte-de-visite of the 
acquitted Lincoln conspirator, John H. Surratt, was lotted with a clipped signature. The portrait, taken by Brady in 1867 after Surratt's extradition from Egypt, 
has an 1868 copyright by Surratt - perhaps ft was part of his plans to raise money and sell on the lecture circuit. It was "set free" 
for $4,900. And finally. a late-19th century Meerschaum pipe was smoking at $5201 

I ra and Larry Goldberg sell a range of collectibles ... from jewelry to a collection of fountain pens. 
they cover the gamut. In March, they ottered general Americana Including two Abraham Lincoln 
film posters -- an "Art Cinema" offering for the 1931 film Abraham Lincoln starring Walter Hus

ton and Una Merkel. This large linen-backed poster is known as a "six-sheet" and carried an esti-
mate of $2-2,500. It failed to sell and remains availlable for $1,000. Similarly, the 1936 poster for 
the reissue of this same film, directed by D.W. Griffith, had an estimate of $350-500, and can be 
yours for $170. For those who have not seen the film, it is quite remarkable how accurately - in 
physical appearance - characters of the period are recreated. Almost like CDVs coming to life! 
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B utterfield's, California's oldest "brick and mortar" auction house, has gone through an 
interesting history over the past few years that, in many respects, mirrors the internet 
bubble. The firm, based in San Francisco and Los Angeles, was acquired by e-Bay in a 
cash/stock deal that made a lot of people quite wealthy. Unfortunately, a number of the 

department specialists who helped build the firm were "overlooked" in the compensation and 
left the company. And, deciding that the live auction house did not provide "economies of scale" 
for their on line business, eBay sold the firm ... for but a fraction of the purchase price five years 
earlier. Butterfield's still plugs along with auctions ... one astounding sale grabbed our attention 
recently: Alexander Gardner's April 10, 1865 photo of the President with his son, an albumen 

' measuring 13 x 17" carrying a reasonable estimate of $2-3000, sold for a whopping $21,000! 

elling for $345 on eBay, this Anthony CDV of General George Sharpe. We confess knowing little of the man ... that is prior 

S to reading the detailed listing by the seller! {The interesting write-up that follows was provided in the auction and is well 
worth repeating.) Within the field of military intelligence, such names as Allan Pinkerton and Lafayette Baker continue to capture 
the attention of authors and novelists alike. Indeed, much of what both men said of their accomplishments during the war really fell firmly into the 

camps of outright fiction and exaggeration. Both men claimed they headed the United States Secret Service and had the inside track in the Lincoln admin
istration. This contention by both men could only be attributed to gross puffery. In reality, neither directed such an organization, and as a matter of fact, 
Pinkerton and his Chicago-based detective agency had been hired to provide presidential security. It would be Col. George Sharpe who would direct the first 
real intelligence unit in the American Army and create an Important foundation for the growth of the Intelligence function within the American Army genera
tions later. For the first two years of the war, Union intelligence relied on Pinkerton and his agents who occasionally penetrated into the Confederate-held Vir
ginia countryside. While his agents achieved moderate success, their chief assignment was the interrogation of captured soldiers, refugees and deserters. 
They also endeavored to clean the Confederate spies out of Washington. In this effort their first big success came with the shutdown of the Rose Greenhaw 
spy ring. Serious problems, however, existed with Pinkerton and his organization. In his estimates of Confederate troop strength submitted to Gen. George 
McClellan, then the commander of the Army of the Potomac, he exaggerated significantly. Often his estimates ran double the actual size of given Confeder
ate forces. After the first Battie of Bull Run, for example, the Confederate force numbered about 35,000 and was reported by McClellan to the Secretary of 
War to be near 150,000. McClellan routinely overstated the troop strengths reported by Pinkerton and his agents. Such inflation worked to deter action by 
the Army of the Potomac. On Feb. 11, 1863, Sharpe entered the picture as the commander of the 120th Regiment from New York. He had hardly reported 
for duty when orders from Gen. Ambrose Burnside, then commander of the Army of the Potomac, placed him at the head of the newly-created Union Intel
ligence Bureau. Sharpe quickly began hiring soldiers as agents and changed the name of his fledgling organization to the Bureau of Military Information. The 
new bureau received orders to acquire information about the enemy, rather than to try and employ agents and conduct espionage operations. The soldier
spies, or "guides" as they were called by Sharpe, received their salaries directly from the War Department. Within weeks of the bureau's creation, Sharpe's 
guides, often dressed in Confederate uniforms and armed with doctored credentials, fanned out over much of Confederate-controlled Virginia with high 
expectations. The Bureau of Military Information under Sharpe's management evolved into a very different organization than the one run by Pinkerton. Sharpe 
continued to have his employees carry out interrogations but added the Important function of scouting enemy positions. Sharpe merged the information 
obtained from interrogations, scouting and from agents operating behind enemy lines with that acquired from cavalry reconnaissance, balloon visual reports, 
signal corps flag messages, telegraphed reports and articles from southern newspapers. He then synthesized this information and prepared finished reports 
for senior Union commanders, especially Gen. Joseph Hooker. This preparation of all source intelligence reports became the first time this approach was 
used during the Civil War and the first time since initially employed by George Washington during the Revolutionary War. The procedure was essentially 
decades ahead of its lime and was not being used by any military organizations in Europe. This type of all-source intelligence reporting would not appear in 
the United States Army until the next century. The use of all-source intelligence by the Bureau of Military Information paid handsome dividends for the Union 
forces. In 1862, information gathered by one of Sharpe's guides, when combined with a variety of other clues, presented a picture of Confederate infantry 
as being seriously short of supplies and equipment, particularly shoes, and rations. In addition, after the first few months of operation, nearly every unit in 
the Confederate Army had been identified and described. Information gathered by bureau guides and particularly Sharpe's analysis of often-conflicting infor
mation definitely contributed to the Union victory at Gettysburg. Gen. George Meade's decision not to retreat and regroup but to hold field positions after the 
second day of battle contributed significantly to the outcome of the war. Gettysburg dealt a serious blow to the Army of Northern Virginia and to Robert E. 
Lee's ability to conduct wide-scale offensive operations. With Gen. Ulysses S. Grant's assumption of senior commander of the Union Armies, Sharpe essen
tially found himself serving as Grant's intelligence officer. Using the same approach, Sharpe's role in using all-source or at least multiple source intelligence 
in the gradual encirclement of the Confederate armies during 1864 and 1865 again contributed to the eventual northern victory. Up until the surrender at 
Appomattox Court House on April 9, 1865, Union knowledge of Confederate activities far outstripped Confederate awareness of the northern armies facing 
them and their plans. Union forces held the intelligence advantage. Sharpe's last major duty in uniform was that of paroling what was left of the Army of 
Northern Virginia. Once finished with that duty he returned to a law practice that had been interrupted by the war. He later served as a Unit-
ed States marshal in New York where he contributed measurably to the downfall of the infamous Tweed Ring. He died in 1900 after a pro
ductive career in law and New York politics. Perhaps his most significant achievement in life came in the darker days of the War when he 
took information from a variety of sources, reconciled factual differences, prepared an analysis and then presented it in a format readily 
usable by senior commanders. For this, he can rightly be viewed as the first to use all-source intelligence in the American Army during war. 

High Ridge Books of Rye, NY Is offering a copy of the Illinois St3te Business Directory, 1860. This precursor 
to the yellow pages or "B to B" was published in Chicago by Smith and DeMoulin. The Springfield firm of 
Lincoln & Herndon is listed on page 236. Don't believe they took out an ad -probably had other plans. $750. 

Stunning carte in a sel
dom-found pose by 
Guerney. $750 on eBay. --..di.-
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B Ids reached $125 on eBay without meeting the 
reserve for this pair of miniature portraits on 
ivory of "Abraham and Mary Lincoln." You tell 

us ... perhaps some resemblance. And while on the subject 
of misidentification, this carte (closeup shown) is thought to 

be an unpublished photo of Lincoln. It sold for $35; a similarly 
rare portrait of John Wilkes Booth. a carte, enjoyed bids up to $200. Sadly, the reserve wasn't met. 

H 
oward S. Mott, of Sheffield, CT, Rare Books and Manuscripts, via fixed-price: 
an anti-Andrew Curtin (PA Governor) pamphlet from 1863 A Black Record! 
Gov. Curtins Portrait Drawn by a Black Republican Editor. Who Clothed Our 
Soldiers in Shoddy? Who Plundered Our Brave Volunteers? Voters Read! 

($90); a tell-all book by noted Confederate spy, Rose O'Neal Greenhow (" ... whose infor-

Quality ferros still enjoy 
a robust market... proving that the best of 

the best will always do well. This minty 
"back-to-back" for Little Mac (hey ... that 
rhymes!) sold on the Internet for $615. 

mation helped win the first Battle of Bull Run and who was said by McClellan to have 
known his plans better than Lincoln or his Cabinet...''), published in London in 1863, 
My Imprisonment and the First Year of Abolition Rule at Washington ($250); an 1864 
military pamphlet containing an announcement by General E. W. Hinks that Black sol
diers would now receive equal pay with Whites "Soldiers of the Republic! At last justice 
has been awarded you by the representatives of the nation In Congress, and you stand 
before the law upon an equality with your heretofore more favored fellow soldiers of the 
North ... The General commanding congratulates you upon this indication of a national 
appreciation of your worth as soldiers. and recognition of your rights as men .. .'' ($175) 
and a 1922 letter from General Nelson A. Miles containing the venerable soldier's rem
iniscences of Lincoln. "In reply to your letter I would say that I saw President Lincoln 
many times during the terrible war between 1861 and 1865. I saw him in Washington. 
and when he came to the Army of the Potomac after a battle, as was his custom. The 
Army revered him as a father-in fact he was often called 'Father Abraham.' His pres
ence always inspired the most profound confidence and veneration." ($450) 

Rex Stark's neat, little fixed-price catalogs are always anxious
ly awaited as they contain a wide range of Americana includ
ing many never-before-seen items. An 1864 autograph album, 
purchased from Lloyd Ostendorf 20 years ago, has signatures 
of 200 politicians. The first page, appropriately, has Lincoln 
and Gideon Welles. A period inscription on the flyleaf states W. 
Thaw paid $50 tor this in 1864 at closing out of U. S. Sanitary 
Fair, Allegheny City, Diamond Square. Too bad Mr. Thaw 
couldn't hang around to cash In on his investment as the 
going rate is now $7,500. And, a cast-iron cap bomb in the 
shape of Lincoln's head (similar to ones produced tor Admiral 
Dewey and the Yellow Kid) is $450. Somehow, the thought of 
seeing Lincoln's head explode repeatedly has to be unsettling, 
which may account for the item's rarity. 

PUBLIC WORKS 

Lincoln odyssey ends in 
small town ... Bronze bust of 
the Great Emancipator has a 
colorful history! 

Larry A. Riney 

Geneseo, located oil 1-80 in West 
Central Illinois, about 20 miles from the 
Mississippi River, is the last stop for one 
of the state's most historicaIJy impor
tant pieces of Abraham Lincoln memo
rabilia. A weather-aged bronze bust, 
once sought after by both the State of 
lllinois and the City of Chicago, now 
rests peacefully in the city's downtown 
area. The State Archives wanted to 
showcase the piece in the new Abraham 
Lincoln Presidential Library and Muse
um complex in Springfield - but lacked 
the funds. The City of Chicago reported
ly was ready to offer $100,000 for it 
because of its historical value - but was 
too slow to make the deal. 

The reason why it is such a hot Lin
coln item began on the anniversary of 
Lincoln's birthday in 1916. Back then a 

crowd of Chicagoans, including school 
children, politicians, and employees, 
gathered in front of the Exchange Build
ing at the Union Stockyards and Transit 
Company to dedicate the bronze casting. 

The Saturday event was part of an 
intensified nation-wide celebration of 
Lincoln. Europe was self-destructing in 
the first phase of World War I. The U. S. 
inevitably was being drawn into the con
flict and being forced to choose up 
sides. That day everyone was looking 
deeply into Lincoln's legacy to help 
them through the tough time. 

Stockyard employees, mainly immi
grants from across war-torn Europe and 
the Baltic, showed their solidarity by 
coming together and by donating their 
hard-earned nickels, dimes, and quar
ters to purchase the bust. The Armour 
family, who owned the largest meat
packing plant in the world near the 
stockyard, made up the difference. 

For the next 55 years, the Lincoln 
bronze was a symbol of the city itseli. It 
was a silent witness to the phenomenal 
urban growth around It, three additional 
wars, labor disagreements, and a major 

continued, next page 
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fire at the Yard. It also stood as a symbol 
of integrity in the livestock business that 
operated quickly on handshakes and ver
bal deals. 

Better transportation and communi
cation sealed the fate of the Yards - it 
closed in 1971. Lincoln was shipped 
across the state to the Chicago-Atkinson 
Livestock Market in Atkinson. When that 
business shut its doors in 1997, a local 
family purchased the piece and donated 
it to the Geneseo Historical Association. 
The bust sits in front of the Association's 
museum today. 

Like many bronze monumental por
traits of this kind, there is more than one 
copy. The first was poured a few years 
earlier for another anniversary celebra
tion. The people of North Dakota wanted 
to do something to help celebrate Nor
way's 100th year of independence in 1914. 
Many of the state's citizens were immi
grants from that part of the world. A Lin
coln Monument Committee, with only a 
few months to go before the unveiling, 
chose 21-year-old Paul Fjelde to do the 
job. The sculptor was the son of a Norwe
gian immigrant who moved his family to 
North Dakota a few years earlier. He 
worked quickly and efficiently. On July 4, 
1914, the first copy of Fjelde's Lincoln was 
dedicated at Frogner Park, Oslo, Norway. 
It is said to be the first Lincoln likeness 
installed outside of the U. S. It also is 
famous for its place in World War II lore. 

According to a story Rolf Fjelde, the 
son of the sculptor, relates, the citizens 
of Norway were prohibited to gather in 
public during the German occupation. In 
protest, they would meet every July 4th 
by the lhousands around the Lincoln 
bust in silent protest. Unbelievably the 

Germans did aot retaliate. That tradition 
continues today with a short ceremony 
including the participation of the U. S. 
Embassy every July 4th. 

Besides the Geneseo and Oslo 
copies, a third piece has been resting in 
front of the Trail County Courthouse in 
Hillsboro, North Dakota, since 1918. It 
was part of the county's extended obser
vance of the 50th anniversary of Lin
coln's assassination in 1915. School chil
dren and residents donated the $1,000 to 
cast the bronze likeness and $200 for the 
eight-foot pedestal it now rests upon. 

About a hundred miles northwest by 
interstate, the original patina plaster cast 
from which the molds for the three pours 
were made is on display. It can be seen at 
the State University Library, Valley City, 
North Dakota. Fjelde attended the insti
tution when it was the Valley City State 
Normal School. There he completed the 
Lincoln Norwegian Independence com
mission. 

Another important value added to 
the bust is the fact that it was the mas
terpiece of Fjelde. It launched his distin
guished and long career as one of our 
most important monument artists in the 
early part of the last century. Fjelde was 
a major figure in his profession. His 
apprenticeship began at age 14 in the 
Minneapolis School of Fine Arts. After 
moving to North Dakota and creating the 
Lincoln bust. he worked in the Chicago 
studio of world-famous Lorado Tait, a 
native of Elmwood, Illinois. Later he stud
ied under fellowships in Copenhagen and 
Paris. Fjelde was very prolific and creat
ed many prominent works including 
other portrait busts of Charles Lind
bergh, WendelJ Wlllkie, Susan 8. Anthony, 
and Orville Wright, to name only a few. 
His relief work adorns the gates to 
Columbia University's Baker Field and 
the Westinghouse Memorial in Pitts
burgh. His list of awards and citations is 
extensive. He ended his illustrious career 
as a teacher moving from Carnegie Tech 
to the Pratt Institute, and finally the 
National Academy of Design. Rolf Fjelde 
quotes a line from the citation his father 
was awarded for the Herbert Adams 
Medal as the elder Fjelde's epitaph: "An 
elevated spirit informs his sensitive 
sculpture with sound craftsmanship." 
And it all began in earnest with his 
bronze ode to Lincoln - a copy of which 
now calmly rests in Geneseo 's lively busi-

ness district. 
Geneseo is at the hub of the state's 

major Civil War-related sites. The city's 
historical museum is reported to have 
been an Underground Railway stop. 
About one hour to the north is the Gale
na home of Ulysses S. Grant. To the west 
along the banks of the Mississippi about 
20 minutes away is the Rock Island Arse
nal. The island is the location of the Rock 
Island Confederate Prison, Confederate 
Cemetery, and National Cemetery. A 
stone memorial on the island locates the 
site of the first bridge across the naviga
tional Mississippi, a site Lincoln visited 
to research bis first major lawsuit as a 
lawyer for the railroads. A map of the 
Upper Mississippi drawn by Robert E. 
Lee as a result of his (and Meig's) survey 
of the river in 1837 is closely guarded on 
the island by the U.S. Corps of Engineers. 
To the southeast an hour and a half away 
is Peoria, where Lincoln publicly 
denounced slavery for the first time. 
Beyond Peoria another hour or so is the 
Mecca of Lincoloiana, Springfield and 
New Salem. Galesburg and Knox College, 
site of a Lincoln-Douglas debate is due 
south of Geneseo about an hour and 
forty-five minutes. The area is rich in 
Black Hawk War tradition since the cen
ter of Saukanuk, Black Hawk's traditional 
homeland, lies due east along the Rock 
River about twenty minutes away near 
Arsenal Island in what is now Black Hawk 
State Park. ~ 
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----------------THE RAIL SPLITTER----------------

LETTERS 
i~EDITOR 

Gentlemen: 

I think all-too-often you guys pooh-pooh the legitimacy of 
items being offered at auction -at least that is my impression. Just 
because you can't immediately establish the historical accuracy 
of an item, you seem to tear its legitmacy to shreds although, 
admittedly, with tongue- in-cheek. 

Such is the case with the 1863 Abraham Lincoln presentation 
box to Professor Anderson "as a mark of appreciation of his tal
ent displayed in an entertainment given in the White House Wash
ington 1863". Because you could find no record of a Professor 
Anderson in 1863 in any of the "standard reference sources" you 
dismiss this item as a "doo-dad" being probably made by the Pro
fessor himself. 

l think not. The engraving is extremely professional and not 
unlike the engraving found on official invitations and quality 
engraved medals of the period. 

Moreover, John Henry Anderson was the world-famous magi
cian and prestidigitator of his time who performed before Queen 
Victoria in Balmoral Castle in Scotland in 1849 and who used the 
professional name of "Professor Anderson" in his publicity. There 
are three British medals, all ex. rare and valuable, issued for his 
1849 Royal Appearance which picture him and Queen Victoria 
and refer to him only as ''Professor Anderson, Great Wizard of the 
North". Like almost all other famous magicians, Anderson was 
known primarily by his stage name only, not his birth name. 

This presentation box was totally legitimate and quite valu
able to serious magician history collectors. It is likely the earliest 
known (and one of the very few) Presidential artifact connections 
to a famous magician. 

l have contacted the auction house to see if it did indeed sell 
and will attempt to follow it up. 

Alan V. Weinberg 
Woodland Hills, CA 91367 

[£d..i.tQr.: Please "keep those cards and letters coming" - we appre
ciate them so very, very much ... even those that "hold our feet to 
the lire!" We plead guilty to your criticism of our tendency to 
question the legitimacy of many items. An ounce of skepticism is 
a healthy thing in this business.Since one of our cover stories in 
the last issue ("Mark Hofmann: Lincoln Coin Counterfeiter?") 
dealt with the "existential" question of genuineness, your letter 
seems quite apropos. We never questioned the date of manufac
ture of the piece. nor the date of the engraving. Assuming the 
engraving to be of the period, though, does not prove its legiti
macy, only its age. Using the information you provided as our 
inspiration, we did additional research and learned that Profes
sor Anderson toured the American midwest in 1861, followed by 
a tour of Canada. The profits from this tour totaled a mere $1,500. 
Anderson returned to New York in 1862, investing most of his 
remaining money in the "Wizard's Tempest" at the Winter Garden. 
Unfortunately, this show was a failure, being tied-in, as it were, 
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with McClellan's anticipated capture of Richmond. Anderson's 
property was seized to satisfy creditors and he escaped to Cana
da in order to avoid further legal actions. At the time the com
memorative silver box was "produced," Anderson was in severe 
financial straits. He did return to New York around 1863, but only 
long enough to issue promissory notes, sell off the family jewelry 
and return, once and for alJ, to England. Besides a reputation as 
the greatest magician of his time, Anderson was a legendary pro
moter and advertising genius. He earned the admiration of anoth
er great showman, Harry Houdini, who considered him the 
"greatest of all time" in this category. Indeed, Anderson's skills 
were of such a level, that he continues to fool people to this very 
day, one hundred and thirty years after his demise. We were 
unable to locate any reference to the Professor having any con
tact with Lincoln whatsoever ... much less a formal visit to the 
White House. We wish you luck in your goal of obtaining the 
object of your desire. We are sure that collectors of magic histo
ry memorabilia will appreciate it immensely. However, if you can 
prove that Abraham Lincoln gave this token of appreciation to 
Professor Anderson, it will truly be a "feat of magic" worthy of the 
"Wizard of the North!"] 

Dear Rail Splitter. 

Attached you will find a 
picture of an oil painting 
on ivory. The photo is a 
miniature (a little smaller 
than a postcard) oil paint
ing. I was able to identify 
the three-left to right: 

I. Steven Douglas 
2. Joshua Fry Speed 
3. Abraham Lincoln 

+ 

That's, at least, who I believe is in the oil painting. Is there any 
information, you could give us? Tell us what you think, please. 
(Joshua Fry Speed was Lincoln's best friend-and a storeowner.) 

- Sent via Email unsigned. 

[Mindful of the first letter received to this column, we dare not 
answer this one! Just too tempting a target!] 

+ 
Dear Rail Splitter. 

In response to your request for information on the California 
Military Poll Tax receipts recently sold by Scott Winslow, I can 
offer the following. 

Poll taxes were levied on all voters to help fund county pro
jects. They lasted into the 20th century, and were used to raise 
money, not bar voting. The 1863 California legislature of "MiUtary 
Poll Tax~ fame passed a $2 poll tax only for Tehama County to 
pay for its pauper sick. In the 1870s, the State had Road Poll 
Taxes, also. 

continued next page 
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On March 15, 1863, a band of rebel pirates attempted to sail the 
schooner J. M Chapman out of San Francisco to capture a gold-laden 
mail steamer, but alert Unionists nabbed all the traitors. However, a 
thoroughly aroused Union legislature felt it had to do something in 
response. It passed acts banning certain treasonable activities and 
California became the first state to enact loyalty oaths. 

The legislature additionally allowed volunteer troops to vote 
absentee for all offices. In February 1864, a Unionist Supreme 
Court threw out the soldiers' votes, a "real Jeff. Davis decision", 
giving county offices to traitors, but agreed to re-hear the case. In 
1864, the legislature re-passed the act, but later that year, the 
Court reaffirmed its decision. Therefore, California volunteers 
could NOT vote for county officers, but could for legislators, since 
both houses determined their own voting requirements. They 
could also vote for Congress and President. 

The 1863 legislature also passed a $2 Military Poll Tax to fund 
militia companies. The law read "For the purpose of creating a 
State Military Fund, an annual poll tax of two dollars is hereby 
levied upon each male inhabitant of the State, of the age of twen
ty-one years and upwards (California Indians alone excepted), to 
be known as the 'Military Poll Tax;' which shall be assessed and 
collected in the same manner and at the same time as is now or 
may be prescribed by law for the assessment and collection of 
State poll taxes." 

By year end 1863, California had 123 companies, more than 
twice as many as it had at the end of 1862. In 1862, they also had a 
$2 National Poll Tax, a direct tax levied by Congress, to "cram the 
word 'rebellion' down the throats of secessionists." 

Robert J. Chandler 
Lafayette, CA 

Dear Rail Splitter. 
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Best wishes! 
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Rare & Early Newspapers 
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NIies Register. August 12, 1837. 

Niles Register, September 26, 1840. 

Safeguarding a Collection, cont. 
insects and mice. Pesticides are generally not recommended 
because their residues may damage any collectibles stored in a 
confined area. 

Pollutants, Dirt. Industrial pollution has subjected our air 
to ozone, dust and fumes, with poisons also contributed from 
vehicles, pollen, household chemicals, aerosol sprays, and fires. 

Suggestions: Use clean, dry hands or wear cotton gloves 
when handling fragile objects. Paper and textile material acts as 
a filter when air passes through it, with any dirt or trapped chem
icals contributing to acids already present. Replace heating and 
air conditioning [ilters regularly, storing and displaying items 
away from the kitchen, fireplace. or any areas where people 
smoke. Avoid exposure to even common chemical fumes found 
in household products such as paint and cleaning products. 

Most collectibles deteriorate through conditions of a harsh 
environment, lengthy exposure, and simple chemical reactions. 
The most common reactions are oxidation and formation of 
acidic chemical compounds. 

Early documents, broadsides, and newspapers were print
ed on paper made primarily from cotton and linen rags, with 
manufacturing treatments leaving alkaline butlers in the fin
ished products. By the late 1850s, manufacturers began making 
paper with easier and more profitable techniques using wood 
pulp and chlorine bleaches, although it resulted in a highly 
acidic stock. Acidity from this later paper (produced today from 
the same basic process) causes it to disintegrate over time and 
migrate to other paper objects, if stored nearby. Alkaline
buffered tissue sheets (neutral pl-I) and archival storage folders 
or boxes should be used for protection whenever possible. 

Many museum collections now employ "3-tier" storage, 
essentially storing items flat in a box within a box within a box. 
This effectively protects any object from humidity changes, pol
lution, intense light, and pests. Books in good condition, and 
those used regularly, are best stored upright with additional 
books of similar size on each side. A small amount of open 
space behind them allows air circulation. 

Collectors often like to frame particularly fine documents 
and material. Glass in frames should never be allowed to touch 
any collectible. Condensation can form and acids and salts can 
leach out of the glass onto the artifact, encouraging growth of 
molds. When fungi interact with the iron salts in paper, small 
reddish-brown spots (known as foxing) appear. Special acid-free 
mats should be considered which both enhance and protect the 
object. Buffered rag board or conservation board is ideal, secur
ing paper collectibles by special hinges (often Japanese tissue, 
glued with wheat starch paste) or polyester (mylar) photo cor
ners. The cheap, tiny black ones used in photo albums should 
be avoided. 

Many historic prints and broadsides are found in period 
wooden frames. Any valued collectible should have the back of 
the frame sealed to prevent accumulation of dust and insects. 
Cardboard and wood, often found as backing, contain acidic 
compounds and should never have contact with the artifact. 
pH-balanced matting or backing can be used for protection 
underneath if the original wood backing is desired. 

Plastic films, polyesters, and any materials impregnated 
with chemicals (especially PVC, which dissolves into 

continued, next page 
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hydrochloric acid) should never be used for storage. 
Polyurethane foam is unstable and can break down with a 
release of harmful byproducts. Mylar film sheets and sleeves are 
now considered the standard for protection; uncoated polyester 
film, polypropylene, and polyethylene products are used to a 
lesser degree. Never use cellophane, wax paper, or newsp.rint. 
Lamination is also never recommended, because the lamination 
process uses heat or adhesives to seal objects between plastics, 
allowing chemicals to leach out. If the collectible is paper it may 
already have such high acidity that any further chemical reac
tion will hasten rather than slow decay. 

When purchasing storage products (a list of companies is 
provided; others can be easily found on the internet) remember 
that there are no defined standards for use of the terms 
"archival," "acid-free," "museum quality," and "preservation safe" 
when describing storage qualities. There are established stan
dards for paper stability, created jointly through efforts of the 
federal government and the paper industry in the 1980s, but the 
"Permanent Paper Standard ANSI Z39" is rarely used. Always 
look beyond the advertising and verify the contents of protec
tive materials you use. Lignin-free, buffered or pH-balanced stor
age boxes, envelopes, file folders, and mountings are the goal. 

Paper cUps, staples, rubber bands, rubber cement, string, tape 
(any common type: cellophane, adhesive or pressure-sensitive), 
and over the counter glues have no role in the storage or preserva
tion of valued collectibles. Duct tape isn't even worth mentioning. 

Long-term care includes yearly inspection to prevent irre
versible damage from creases and folds, soiling, stains, deterio
ration, and damage from insects, molds, and mildew. Any serious 
cleaning, repairs, or deacidification should be carried out by a 
professional conservator. Under no circumstances should col
lectibles be cleaned with chemicals (caustic or abrasive solu
tions), soaps, oils, waxes, silicone sprays, alcohol, or commer
cial cleaning fluids. Even water can remove colors and allow 
organic materials to dry out. 

Although any attempt at preservation incurs cost. inept. 
inadequate, or delayed attention may allow deterioration that 
far outweighs the initial expense for prevention. Simple proac
tive steps, combined with a collector's scholarship and appreci
ation of Lincoln history, can serve as a valuable resource for 
future generations. 

Supplies: 

1) Archival Products, Inc., 2134 East Grand, P.O. Box 1413, Des 
Moines, IA 50305 (800) 526-5640 http://www.archival.com 
2) Conservation Resources International, Inc., 8000-H Forbes 
Place, Springfield, VA 22151 (800) 634-6932 http://www.conserva
tionresources.com 
3) Light Impressions, P.O. Box 787, Brea, CA 92822 (800) 828-6216 
http://www.lightimpressionsdirect.com 
4) University Products, 517 Maio Street, P.O. Box 101, Holyoke, 
MA 01041 (800) 336-4847 http://www.universityproducts.com 

Professional Assistance: 

1) The American Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artis
tic Works (AJC), 1717 K Street, NW, Suite 301, Washington, D.C. 
20006 (212) 452-9545 http://palimpsest.stanford.edu/aic/ 
2) Society of American Archivists, 527 S. Wells St., 5th Floor, 
Chicago, IL 60607 (312) 922-0140 http://www.archivists.org 

Part II. Security and Insurance. 
Recognizing the value of Lincoln artifacts, collectors at 

some point begin to ponder a need for increased security. Pro
tection takes many forms, including the preservation and con
servation measures already discussed. Any Lincoln collectible, 
however, can be broken, tom, defaced, stolen, or destroyed by 
wind, water, or fire. Actions to reduce these risks are often simi
lar to protection used for the owner's home and other personal 
belongings. A major difference, however, is that when comparing 
insurance and security procedures used [or othe.r large invest
ments, any collection (whether or not of large monetary value) 
may be irreplaceable and have an additional emotional value. 

Simple measures are often the most effective. Smoke alarms 
should be placed in key areas of the home. Fire extinguishers are 
an additional option, as well as placing particularly valuable 
objects and documents in a fire-resistant safe or safe-deposit 
box. Just as yearly inspections are important to detect early 
deterioration, regular checks may find storage or display areas 
with potential threats from leaking pipes, electrical hazards, 

-------------- rlamrnable materials, or inadequate windows 
References: and locks. 

An important key to any security plan is a 
I) ICC CCI Notes. Canadian Conservation lnsti- complete inventory of the collection. Know 
tute Notes, 1030 Innes Rd., Ottawa, Ontario, what you have. Maintain a list of all items, 
Canada KlA OMS including photographs, sales receipts, and any 
2) Ritzenthaler, Mary Lynn. Archives and Man- appraisals. The records should also include 
uscripts: Conservation. Chicago: Society of information about the item's age, condition, 
American Archivists, 1983. provenance, and any restoration. These docu-
3) Long, Jane S., Long, Richard W. Caring for ~------------~ ments should all be kept with copies in a loca-
Your Family Treasures: Heritage Preservation. tlon off-premises (a safe-deposit box, with a 
New York: Harry N. Abrams, 2000. Photos, lncludng CDVs, require special care. relative, or an insurance agent). 
4) Plans, Miriam L. Caring for Your Antiques & Particularly valuable items or the entire 
Collectibles. Dubuque, IA: Antique Trader Books, 1997. collection should be considered for insurance coverage. Most 
5) Tuttle, Craig A. An Ounce of Preservation. Highland City, F'L: family possessions are protected through a homeowner's Insur-
Rainbow Books, 1994. ance policy. Many of these insurance policies, however, specifi-
6) Reilly, James M. Care and Identification of 19th-Century Photo- cally limit claims for collectibles or may be inadequate for total 
graphic Prints. Rochester, NY: Eastman Kodak Co., 1986. coverage. The major insurance companies nationwide offering 
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home coverage report virtually the same limitations on person
al property. These limits usually include: 

-$200 on money, bullion, gold and silver (other than uten
sils), coins, and medals 

-$1,000 on securities, deeds, manuscripts, passports, tick-
ets and stamps 

-$1,000 on jewelry, watches, and gems 
-$5,000 for loss by theft of firearms 
-$5,000 for loss by theft of silverware and goldware 

The limits can sometimes be increased by adding additional 
coverage and endorsements. Most endorsements or schedules 
(a "schedule" is a list of individual items covered, and a policy is 
"endorsed" when a schedule is added to the policy's basic pro
visions) are variably priced, depending upon where the policy
holder lives. Additional coverage like this is sometime called a 
"fine arts rider" or "floater" policy, the latter term derived from 
coverage that applies wherever the property is located-the cov
erage "floats" with the property. 

If a collection is particularly large or valuable, endorse
ments, when allowed, can add up to a hefty premium each year. 
More expensive home owner's policies may offer broader cover
age in personal property limits, but typically only pay claims up 
to half the lace amount of the policy (example: paying $100,000 
on a $200,000 policy) when replacing a home's contents-includ
ing valuables. 

So how can a collector cut insurance costs? Home owner 
policy prices vary for many reasons; demands are made by laws 
and state regulations, along with marketing strategies of each 
company. Certain factors may help lower the premium: 

-Shop around, but be suspicious of any company advertis-
ing dramatically lower rates 

-Buy all of your policies from one agent or one company 
-Don't smoke 
-Install smoke alarms and buy a (ire extinguisher 
-Install deadbolt locks and consider a security alarm system 
-Get a higher deductible 

Many companies will no longer consider an endorsement/sched
ule/floater policy on any collectibles. But there are options. 
"Inland marine coverage" evolved irom insurance for ships and 
ocean-going cargo. In the 19th century, ironically, this included 
policies written for slave-trading vessels. Today, inland marine 
coverage provides protection for property in transit or property 
that is movable in nature. 

Another avenue is insuring with companies specializing in 
coverage for collectibles and tine arts. A small list of companies 
is provided (without endorsement of any particular insurance 
company or product); others may be found on the internet. 
These companies usually offer replacement value coverage as 
well as "all-risk" coverage which includes natural disasters. Addi
tional benefits may include coverage when the owner travels 
with the collection or during shipping/mailing of the artifacts. 
Ideally, the insurance company will offer assistance with restora
tion or repair (if needed), and is a member of the International Fine 
Arts Register (If AR), an organization working with law enforcement 
and insurance companies to recover stolen properly. 

Not aJJ specialized insurance companies are alike. Some will 
not cover documents and paper materials, while others exclude 
china, coins, medals, furniture and fine art. Collectors need to 
consider how the collection should be valued in case of loss. 

One method is "agreed value," meaning a predetermined amount 
will be paid in the event of loss, versus a "market vaJue," where the 
claim equals the amount tbat could have been received had the 
object been sold on the date of the loss. This vaJue is often limit
ed to approximately 150% of the scheduled amount on the policy. 

Suppose disaster strikes, despite adequate planning. The 
first response of a collector can be crucial. Any object still wet 
should be rinsed with clear water to remove dirt and debris. 
Prints, paintings, photographs and other framed material should 
be removed from the frame but not the stretcher. Objects should 
be air dried lace up indoors (as sunlight and heat may dry some 
materials too quickly); air flow can be increased by opening win
dows or using fans, air conditioners, or dehumidifiers. If books 
and bulky papers are soaked, consider keeping them in a refrig
erator or freezer until treatment can be arranged with a profes
sionaJ conservator. 

Stolen items should be reported immediately to the police. 
Many insurance companies won't consider a theft loss if a police 
report is not filed. If the item(s) include valuable books, artwork, 
documents, or autographs, contact the FederaJ Bureau of Inves
tigation, the American Book Prices Current, and the Antiquarian 
Booksellers Association of America. The latter two organizations 
oller services notifying dealers and libraries of stolen material. 

Ultimately, no system is fool-proof and no collection--€ven in 
the best museum-is free from risk. Basic techniques ol preserva
tion, security measures against loss or theft, and insurance cov
erage will allow collectors more enjoyment of their achievements 
and help protect Lincoln collections for future generations. -&.:-, 

Insurance Providers: 

1) Chubb Group of Insurance Companies, 15 Mountain View 
Road Warren, NJ 07059 (908) 903-2000 
2) Antiques & Collectibles Association Insurance Administra
tors, P.O. Box 4389, Davidson, NC 28036 (800) 287-7127 
http://www.antiqueandcollectible.com 
3) Atlantic Mutual Companies, 140 Broadway, New York, NY 
10005. (212) 943-1800 http://www.allanticmutuaJ.com 
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Rail Splinters 
~ The last issue of The Rail Splitter featured a cover-

• - • story on the notorious forger and murderer Mark 
Hofmann. For those interested in learning more, Ken Sanders Rare 
Books of Salt Lake City produced a four-volume set of videotapes 
from a "Symposium devoted to exploring the Literary, Historical, 
and Mormon forgeries of Mark Hofmann." The conference, held in 
September 2002, brought together the victims and investigators of 
Hofmann, along with noted authors, collectors, antiquarian book 
dealers, numismatic dealers, forensic experts, police detectives 

and others. As covered by Peggy Stack for 
The Salt Lake Tribune, the event brought 
together numerous opinions: 

Everybody who has studied the work of forger 
Mark Hofmann agrees on one thing: He was 
good at his craft. Just how good remains a 
matter of debate. Utah forensic expert George 
Throckmorton said ... that since 1985 he has 
examined 460 so-called Hofmann documents 
and has yet to find one that was not altered in 
some way. "His fraud and deceit continue to 
affect people today,· Throckmorton told hun

dreds gathered at the Broadway Film Center in Salt LEke City for the open
ing session of a two-day symposium ... Other speakers, such as Kenneth 
Rendell, an autograph and document dealer in Boston, said the number of 
Hofmann forgeries is vastly exaggerated. 'I am troubled by the present-day 
hysteria about Hofmann forgeries among some people,· said Rendell, who 
has been involved with Hofmann since the 1970s. Rendell said he does not 
believe Hofmann's forgeries number in the thousands or even in the hun
dreds. "It is Irresponsible to be making these claims,· he said. 'If Hofmann 
forgeries are present in the market in the hundreds, where are they? They 
aren't at book fairs or at the annual autograph dealers show.· 

A hand-written list of forgeries claimed by Hofmann was 'found' In his 
Utah State Prison cell, where he is serving a life sentence for murdering 

~ As a follow-up to the story in our last issue, we 
.!i report on some local reaction to the newly installed 

statue of Lincoln and Tad in Rlchmond, VA. As anticipated, some 
denizens of the former Confederate capital were not enthralled 
with the "second coming" of Lincoln. Some one hundred mem
bers of the Sons of Confederate Veterans staged a rally at Holly
wood Cemetery, final resting place for Jeff Davis and 18,000 Civil 
War soldiers. One of the event's organizers summed up his feel• 
ings by exclaiming "You don't build monuments to conquerers." 
At the site, a private plane circled overhead continuously, 
drowning out remarks of the speakers. The plane had a banner 
in tow printed with "Sic Semper Tyrannis." Richmond has been 
the site of previous protests involving public artworks for fig
gures as diverse as Arthur Ashe and Robert E. Lee. 

~ We congratu-
~ late Rail Split
ter Daile Kaplan, who is 
the guest curator of 
"Pop Photographica: 
Photography's Objects .__ ___________ ___. 
in Everyday Life 1842-1969" at the Art Gallery of Ontario. Daile is 
the photographs specialist at Swann Galleries and an Antiques 
Road Show expert. She addresses how photography was slowly 
assimilated into the popular landscape, using her personal col
lection as a point of reference. While many of the exhibition items 
are quite novel, we are naturally most drawn towards those pro
duced during our favorite time-frame, the years of Lincoln's pres
idency. The coincidence of Lincoln and the beginning of afford
able, popular photography make the parallels that much more 
fascinating. The exhibit runs through July 20, 2003. 

~ The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York is pre-
• senting: "Manet and the American Civil War." One of the 

paintings will be Manet's canvas showing the U.S.S. Kearsarge in 
Boulogne harbor, painted from life after its successful battle with 

two people in 1985 to divert attention from his forgeries, some of which --,---=------.. the C.S.S. Alabama off the coast of Cher
bourg, France (a recent acquisition by the 
Met). During the Civil War, when Union 
forces blockaded Confederate ports, the 
Confederacy countered by waging guerilla 
warfare on U.S. merchant ships. One of the 
most feared Confederate raiders was the 
sloop-of-war Alabama. On June 19, 1864, 

were sold to the LOS Church. Some of the items on the list have been ver
ified as fakes, but others are unproven, Rendell said. It comes down to 
Hofmann's word, which is, well, unreliable. 'Hofmann's game was deceiv
ing people,· Rendell said. "He was a great con man. Why would people 
today take him at his word?" Rendell says Hofmann is sitting in his jail cell, 
trying once again to control his story. 'He ·s forging himself.· 

To Throckmorton and other experts, the question hinges on the 
process of document authentication. 'Authentication is expensive and 
most auction houses today don ·t want to spend that kind of money to do 
it,· he said. Jennifer Larson, a New York rare books dealer, has spent five 
years researching historical documents she says may have been tainted by 
Hofmann. She agrees that no document he claims to have forged has been 
proven authentic ... Larson showed enlarged copies of several documents, 
including an engraved portrait of John Quincy Adams, with his signature in 
the margins. "Hofmann sold more than one of these,· Larson said. 'The por
trait was printed posthumously, which proves the signature is a fake ... Lar
son said the main problem is that document and signature collectors have 
been ·caught with our pants down as far as authentication goes ... It wasn't 
the document world that exposed Mark Hofmann, it was a murder investi
gation,· she said. -We really don't have a good means of authenticating, not 
just Hofmann fakes but everything. • 

Those wishing to order videotapes, $60 for the set of lour, 
can contact Ken Sanders Rare Books via their website: www.ken
sandersbooks.com. 

----------------------- 2S 

....... -- the two ships engaged in battle in interna
tional waters. The date and time of the 
encounter had been announced in advance, 
and spectators lined the cliffs of Cherbourg 
to watch. In less than two hours, the Alaba
ma was sunk. The battle captivated the 
attention of the French people, and Manet -
who as a teenager had spent time at 
sea-raced to the nearby port of Boulogne 

to see the ship at anchor. He painted a depiction of the battle 
(which he had not witnessed) as well as a portrait of the 
Kearsarge. Both paintings will be on view, as well as other mar
itime artworks by Manet, photographs of the two combatants, 
ships' logs, maps, and letters written by people who witnessed 
the battle. The exhibition runs June 3--August 17, 2003. 
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"THE 

LINCOLNPHILE" 
Christopher A. Schnell. Stovepipe Hat 
and Quill Pen: The Artifacts of Abra
ham Lincoln's law Practice. WJnols 
Historic Preservation Agency, Spring
field, Il., 82pps., 2002. 

We have previously reported 
on the "The Lincoln Legal 
Papers" project and their ini
tial publication of Lincoln legal 
documents on CD-ROM (viz. 
The Law Practice of Abraham 
Lincoln: Complete Documentary 
Edition). Their follow-up pro
ject is a lour-volume work pro
viding "authoritative transcrip
tions of documents from fifty 
of Lincoln's most important, 
interesting, and representative 
cases, fully annotated to provide histori
cal and legal context." fund-raising 
efforts are ongoing for this edition, 
scheduled for publication in 2006. 
Donors of $ I 00 or more, made payable to 
the Abraham Lincoln Association, will 
receive a new booklet on the material cul
ture of Abraham Lincoln's law practice. 
All gifts (which are tax deductible) will be 
acknowledged by mail and in the "Lin
coln Legal Briefs," the project's newslet
ter. Donations may be sent tu the Al.mt.
ham Lincoln Association, 1 Old State 
Capitol Plaza, Springfield, IL 62701-1507 
( www.papersofabrahamlincoln.org). 

The booklet in question is a publica
tion of "The Papers of Abraham Lincoln," 
a project of the Illinois Historic Preserva
tion Agency and the Abraham Lincoln 
Presidential Library & Museum, both of 
Springfield. The subject of the book is 
Lincoln's law office and the court system 
of Illinois (both circuit and Supreme) at 
the time of Lincoln's involvement. The 
first chapter covers all aspects of the law 
office proper, including: furniture, adver
tising, writing instruments, law library, 
ornamentation, heating and pest control. 
The topics are discussed individually in 
very simple, straightforward terms and 
assume a complete lack of familiarity on 
the part of the reader. These compo
nents, taken as a whole, provide an accu
rate picture of the physical surroundings 
of Lincoln's office. Additionally, one can 

get a feel for how business was conduct
ed. It is easy to imagine walking into the 
office and seeing Lincoln or his associ
ates at work. 

The second section covers life on 
the circuit. Topics include: transporta
tion, traveling accessories (saddlebags, 
carpetbag), clothing, writing tools, arti
cles related to personal hygiene, and 
accommodations & lodging. The final 

chapter covers the actual 
courtrooms. Like the part on 
Lincoln's law ofiice, this section 
describes in detail the physical 
set-up of courtrooms. It details 
the furniture, decorations, 
architectural style of the build
ings, the placement of lawyers, 
spectators, jury members and 
witnesses. Again, one can con
jure up an accurate image of the 
Lllinois court system of the 
1840s and 50s. 

Each topic covered is com
plemented by illustrations of items actu
ally used by Lincoln or similar pieces. 
Whenever possible, photographs of sites 
that Lincoln visited in the course of his 
occupation are shown. A list of ten, rec
ommended historic sites are appended 
to the work as well as an additional ten 
reference works dealing with Lincoln the 
lawyer, and some additional studies, 
many related to the material culture. 

The booklet is professionally done, 
neatly laid out, with many color pictures 
and large, easy-to-read type. It adeptly 
avoids the temptation to quote Lincoln 
or regurgitate oft-told anecdotes. By 
focusing on the subject and keeping it 
simple, it succeeds admirably. We can 
certainly recommend it as a lucid narra
tive of Lincoln's law practice. 

Allen Foster. Around The World with 
Citizen Train: The Sensational Adven
tures of the Real Phileas Fogg. Merlin 
Publishing, Dublin, Ireland, 28lpps., 
2002, $16.95. 

Rail Splitters were given an historical 
overview of George f'rancis Train in our 
April 1999 issue. The cover story by Dr. 
Edmund Sullivan ("George f'rancis Train: 
Knight of the Rueful Countenance") relat
ed the history of one of America's great
est intellectuals and eccentrics. 

For those intrigued by this unique, 
colorful figure, a definitive work has 
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recently been published telling his life 
story. lt should be of interest to both the 
general public and Lincoln collectors, as 
well. Though critical of Lincoln (and 
politicians as a group), Train was a 
staunch Unionist, lecturing and pamphle
teering extensively in England during the 
early years of the War. His sharp criticism 
of the English establishment (partly 
founded in their repressive policy in Ire
land) and oppo
si tion to his 
efforts to install 
tramways in 
major British 
cities eventually 
forced his return 
to the U.S. He 
tried to promote 
a Democratic 
ticket of General 
John Dix and 
Admiral David 
f'arragut at the 
Chicago convention of 1864, but was 
unable even to attend the meeting, as his 
credentials were denied. This prompted 
him to run for president himself as an 
independent, despite the absence of a 
formal nomination by an organized party 
apparatus. This was tbe first of two 
efforts at the Presidency, the second tak
ing place in 1872, neither of which pro
duced any recorded votes. In spite of his 
criticism of Lincoln, he did attend the 1865 
inaugural ball, likely as an uninvited guest. 

Train's parents died in the yellow 
fever epidemic in New Orleans of 1833. 
George's life was spared when, at age 
four, his father sent him home to Boston 
to live with his uncle. The story of his 
youth and early manhood reads like an 
Horatio Alger story. He became a partner 
in his uncle's shipping business, was 
instrumental in the development of clip
per ships which dominated world com
merce, established a branch office in 
Australia and had plans to expand to 
Japan. He exhibited a keen sense of 
"what was expedient" at an early age and 
was not afraid to take risks and attempt 
the unconventional, after a quick assess
ment of the situation at hand. Two of his 
lifelong interests were developed at this 
early stage; namely, an abillty to influ
ence people (he was offered lhe Presi
dency of a hoped-for independent state 
by Australian miners) and a love of trav
el. He was a gifted speaker and a born 
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executive. His adventures in the South Pacific and China (narrow
ly escaping an attack by Chinese river pirates) were put into book 
form and proved quite popular, thus encouraging him on a career 
as an author and lecturer. 

Train, had he persevered, might have become one of the great 
industrialists of the 19th century. He was very perceptive as 
regards technology as it related to the consumer. He continually 
was coming up with innovations that made other people wealthy 
(canning salmon from the Northwest, packaging tea inconvenient
ly-sized containers, replacing horse-drawn omnibuses with 
tramway cars, etc.) He advocated the laying of a telegraphic cable 
undersea from the Northwest to Japan and was instrumental in the 
financing of the transcontinental railroad. Unfortunately for him, 
he could not stay still and exploit these situations properly, but 
preferred to act as broker or consultant. He provided the brain
power and inspiration, but not the entrepreneurial element. Oth
ers with a long-term perspective or less scruples often benefited 
from the groundwork laid by him. 

As he grew older, Train neglected business and concentrated 
on politics and travel. Even when traveling outside of the U.S., poli
tics always had a way of injecting itself. Train was jailed on nineteen 
different occasions, and was involved in the Fenian movement for 
Irish independence, the Carabinieri of Italy and the Commune Move
ment of France la 1870. In the United States, he was closely associ
ated with Susan B. Anthony, Coxey's Army and was even suspected 
of starting the Great Chicago fire of 1871! (despite his progressive 
ideas, he did not favor Negro suffrage) He spent the last thirty years 
of his life on the lecture circuit, promoting his "election" as "Dicta
tor" and circumnavigating the globe four different times. He first 

"""""""=="' broke the record in 1870, doing it in eighty days 
(serving as a possible model for Jules Verne's 
Around the World in Eighty Days published just 
three years later), eventually lowering the 
record to sixty days in 1893. 

One of the nagging questions of Train's 
life was the issue of insanity vs. eccentricity. 
Although declared legally insane at a court 
proceeding that involved "freedom of speech" 
issues, it was generally conceded that Train 
was brilliant, egotistical, and eccentric to an 
extreme, but not insane. Despite his legal 
entanglements and lack of success la the politi
cal arena, Train accomplished a great deal and 
was a true visionary. His contributions were of 

an unconventional nature, la keeping with his character. The fact that 
he lived as a recluse, nurturing his image as a crank, and refused to 
converse with adults, preferring the company of children in Madison 
Square, only served as a mask to a public persona. There was a great 
deal more to the man than the act he put on. 

The author has done a fine job in presenting the story of Citi
zen Train, covering all aspects of his career and personality. He 
does occasionally repeat quotes in ditterent chapters and there is 
a tendency to over quote source material, but these are relatively 
minor transgressions. The work is well-illustrated with many items 
from the collections of Dr. Edmund Sullivan and Jonathan Mann, 
whose fascination with this 19th century marvel has resulted in 
the acquisition of some wonderful memorabilia. 

~~~ 
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The "Gettysburg Lincoln" 
by Aleunder Gardner, 8 November 1863 

FOR THE FIRST TIME, pholognphy 
and Lincoln collectors can obtain an 
Imperial salt pholognph of Alexander 
Gardner's famous Lincoln image 
[Oslffldorf#71), llmljust II days prior 
to the Gettysburg Addsess. There is no 
more powerful image of Lincoln to be 
bad! Truly, as Lincoln said, "there is 
the animal himself." 

OUR COLLODION' GLASS WET
PLA TE, din:dly derived from lhc 
destroyed original imperial-format glMS 

pie, was made to produce salt and albumen pbotognpbs. In fact, m 
time you have: IMl seen this i~ of Lincoln, Its original derivation 
was our collodion glMS plate! 

ONLY ORIGINAL METHODS have beal used in Ibis productioo
tbe very same methods that Ovdocr bimsdf would have used in making 
such photographs. It is c:xactJy these methods Iha& bring us tbc 
evocative: nature of a 19th ecntwy pholognph. The smc has an 
unbelievable impact, bringing Lincoln "to life~- war-wcsy wrinkles, 
pores, and alll This cannot be a more eopgmg photo! 

THIS PHOTOGRAPH bas a clati1y and richness Chat can llOlx be 
produced li:om an original early wet-plate. There is much in Uncoln's 
race that our photos will mreal which you have not seen befurc: 
lodividual whiskers; penelrllliog ey"C$; an incredible skin quality; an 
unusual definition to the tic and coat, and moo:. 

1llA T TR.JS IS DERIVED from the glMS plate is most appa,en1. The 
collodion proce,s used is clearly visible, as is the edge of lho glMS platc. 

THE PRODUCTION is by France Scully Osterman, a specialist and 
educator In wet-plate collodion photognphy and editorof:rt,, Collodlon 
Journal and Marie Osterman, photographic process historian. They an: 
two of the leading fashioners oflhe long lost salt photograph from 
original pllb:S; and it is !heir skill that allows you to own such a lik-lilcc 
image of Lincoln. 

THESE ARE STRICTLY LIMITED to 375 Numbered Prints and 85 
Publisher's Proofs, each on Authentic Salt-print papec, DlOUnled to a 
100% acid-free backing. Presal1ed in a ~vc: 3/4 lealhcr and linen 
portfolio. with overlaid gold-slampcd leather panels. The portfolio is 
lined with acid-lice paper. Included is a -.Ith of historical material 
about the print. 

WE GUARANIEE that these photographs will delight you; but if not, 
your money will be immediately refunded. A Cc:rtific,e ofUmitatioo 
will accompany each pbo(ograpbic print. The photograph has been 
dba'etely blind-stamped, so future gcncntions will not believe they 
we,., produced by Gardner himself in the 1860s. 

THESE PRINTS will duplicate exactly what Gardner's artistic eye 
wished us to see from his plate. It is Ille equivalent of any 19th century 
photogiaph and shows you what the comemporary public might have 
vicwcd, if they bad been produced. We predict lhlt lbcse phologniphs 
will become c:v-en more valuable to future collectors. 
TIME PA YMENf PLAN AV All.ABLE. 

Numbered, Limited Edition 11" x 14" Original PbolOgrapb 
on a 16" x 20" Mount ........................................................... $3,750.00 
Select Artist's Proof .............................................................. SS,750.00 
Deluxe Archival Frame with custom velvet mats and 
UV light protection glass (as llbovc:) ..................................... Sl ,2S0.OO 

For M0tt hforau,lloD or to Ordu a Pllotoenpll, Co■tact: 

Abnlham Lincoln Book Shop, Inc. 357 W. Chicago Ave., 
Chica&o, IL 60610 If 3121944-3085.. .. 3121944-Ss-49 (fax) 

Checks and Mooey Orders accepted via mail. 
Visa and MasterCard acccptcd v;. lllx, phone, mail, or use our secure 

web site at www.ALincoJnBookSbop.com 
Shipping and Handling will be cllarp, via UPS. 

UI inois ,csidcnts add 8. 75% sales tax 



~notber ~teat jf tnb! T
here is more to collecting political Americana than fer
rotypes and ribbons. Some of the most interesting items 
that still surface fall 
under the category of 
"ephemera." Many 

such pieces are one-of-a-kind and, more often than not, reasonably priced and within the budget of 
most collectors. The three pieces pictured here- all pro-Lincoln imprints from 1864 - were all found 
at paper shows over the last few months ... at quite reasonable prices! 

The "Chicago Copperhead" sheet music puts George McClellan in the same category as the 
pr~outhem Democrats who supported his nomination in Chicago. The lyrics expand on the alle
gory, even making reference to Lincoln's "Rail Splitter"image, used so suc
cessfully in the previous election: 

There is a band of Copperhead snakes, Crawling along the northern lakes, 
Everyone has got the shakes, Oh, see 'em crawling. 

There is a snake called "Uttle Mac!# Throwing himself upon his back, 
Every time he takes a tack, Oh, see him crawling. 

The snakes are filled with fear and woe, Up salt river they're bound to go, 
Satan has got them all in tow, Oh, see 'em crawling. 

The snakes will all be buried this fall, Abe is bruising them with his maul, 
Each one to his hole will crawl, Oh, see 'em crawling. 

The pamphlet published in New York likewise accuses McClellan of 
being a Copperhead. The author uses statistics to advance the claim that 
state legislatures with Democratic majorities were systematically failing to 
authorize the right to vote of soldiers in the field. These calculating politi
cians did so knowing that the soldiers favored maintaining Lincoln in oflice 
and would vote [or him overwhelmingly in the national election. This, 
despite the fact, that McClellan was making public statements supporting 
the right of soldiers to vote. 

The pro-Lincoln handbill lrom Philadelphia was "printed in the line of _____ _ 
the Grand Union Procession, on Saturday Evening, October 8th, 1864; in 
favor of the Election of Lincoln, Johnson, and the Whole Union Ticket." It contains bold slogans ("No 'Rats' Of Any 'Age' 
For Sheriff") and pro-Union quotes by prominent generals. It even contains the original quote by Sherman that is often paraphrased as 
"War is hell." The actual quote: "War is cruelty; and those who brought war on our country deserve all the curses and maledictions a 
people can pour out." -Great stuff is still out there waiting for you to find it! 

The Rail Splitter ,p,-, 
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